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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with Firmness in the Right
ROY. Mora County. New Mexico. Saturday, October 19, 1918,

Volume XV.

Anto Burns Up

Five Deaths
C. C.

BELKNAP

and the Santa Fe New Mexican said
about these bosses In 1916 when they
were opposing the Republican ticket?

MR. VOTER,
DO

YOU

KNOWr

Carlos Branch lost his Stude
That the State Council of Defense
That In 1893, when the President
baker car Sunday in a most un .has had $325,000 to spend In the past end Congress were Republican, Theoseventeen
and that no item- dore Roosevelt said that Americans
usual manner. He started early ized reportmonths
has ever been issued to who voteo for Democrats then, while
in the morning to drive to Mills 'tell the people of the state how it has Republicans were conducting
a war,
and. when seVen miles north of been spent?
were votin nimlnst their country?
Roy discovered that the whole
William B. Walton, the Democratlo
That it
next Congress is Repubrear end of the car wa3 in flames. lican, the the
man who will have charge npmlnee for senator, has voted for
Apparently a leaky gasoline tank 3f raising the revenue for the govern- every war measure asked by President
and the administration during
and missing cylinder were the ment to carry on the war will bo .Wilson
his
iu Congress.
i

The death of Mr. C.C Belknap
at 2.30 o'clock Thursday morning is a bereavement and disappointment to the entire commun-nitHe was thought to have
passed the crisis and hope was
entertained for his recovery.
He and his bereaved wife have
endeered themselves to Roy but
their active and sympathetic
interest in all the activities of the
town since they have been in
depot
charge of the E-- &
y.

Joseph

W.
of Michigan, a
combined cause. It is believed rank pacifist Fordney,
who voted wrong on six
the gasoline leaking from the of the. eight war questions?
tank was ignited by a flame from
the exhaust pipe. Carlos had of That more than a million and a half
dollars has been spent by the
barely time to stop and jump out 3tate
Highway Commission on roads
before the flames reached his the past year? What shape are tho
seat. Efforts to extinguish the roads in la your county?
here.
flames were unavailing and the
That Governor Llndsey since tho
Their son Lieut. Belknap was car is almost a total loss.
first of last January has pardoned
cantonment
his
on his way from
men from the state penitentiary, almost 25 per cent of the
in West Virginia.
convicted of crime within the
Funeral arrangements are not Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson, men
borders of the state?
reRocq
and
Reeder
wife
and
arranged at the time of going
turned Thursday from Albuquerto press.
Tbut Democrats In the United States
que where they attended Odd defeated for renomlnatlon thirty-ninFellows Grand Lodge. They ran Democratic congressmen and three
ARTHUR APPLEGATE
into the quarantine and the G. L. senators who yoted against the war,
and that the Republicans have renom
session was held out at the Fair inated
congressmen and one
Arthur Applegate, recently of Grounds in the exposition build senator who voted wrong on war is- Roy and Solano, died of Pneu- ing. Other Lodge meetings were rU9SÍ
monia as camp Morrison, Virgin- forced .to do likewise and meet
That of $78,000 loaned to the
ia, A telegram to his mother at out of town. Their visit in the rs of the state to increase fan l
Dawson brought this shocking Metropolis was not a success.
production, only $18,000 has been,
news. The body was shipped
They visited Santa Fe on the .collected and only $575 in interest?
to his old home in Montana for way home but ran into quaranThat the Republicans promised to
burial.
tine there also. One place they name a clean ticket this year but that
Arthur left from Dawson this allowed to see was the Deaf and Bursum controlled the Socorro county
summer and was in training, in Dumb School in which Mr. John- delegation, that Catron controlled th?
Santa Fé delegation,
Frank Hub
the Texas University with son is deeply interested and fails bell and Jesus Romero that
piloted the BerErnest Anderson, and Ernest to understand why so fine an in- nalillo delegation and that Sec Romero
Leatherman. He was a splendid stitution with over 80 pupils re- nnd Charley Spiess controlled the San
Miguel delegation?
young man trustworthy, energet- ceives so little recognition from
ic and agreeable. We deeply the Press.
That IX the Republicans control the
sympathize with his mother, sis"Bill" was
Grand next House o Congress, that the chairof the military affairs commit'
ters and other relatives in th3 Conductor at the G. L. meeting man
toe will be a congressman who was
His elder brother and will try again next year to born in Germ tiny?
bereavement.
Devere, left for France just be have the good time he missed.
That If the Republicans control the
fore his death.
P

S--

eighty-fou- r

e

fifty-on-

e

agrlcul-.lura-

next Senate, the third man in control
in raising funds for the prosecution oi
the war will be the unspeakable Roo-or- t
M. LaFollette of Wisconsin?

Numkkr

.

Hymeneal

Democratic Coun
ty Convention

Married, at the Griner Bungalow
in
At Mora, Monday", Oct. 27. Roy at High Noon, Monday,
Oct. 14th, Misa Lillian Griner
to Mr. F. A. Sargent, Rev. O. W
A caucus was held per an
Hearn
their pastor administering
nouncement Tuesday and the
the
vows,
in the in presence of a
following Democrats were chosen
few invited guests. Following
delegates
the ceremony a wedding luncheon
R. Lopez
Wm. G. Johnson,
which
taxed even the well known
A voto for G. Kitchell,
service
Adolfo Montoya,
culinary skill of the
Walton iu a vote for the administraGriner
Nazareo Baca Casimiro Gonzales
tion, is a vote of confidence in PresiSisters, was served. The wedOgden,
W.
Beck,
Sr.
Irvin
J.
dent Wilson. It means that vote from
ding journey was postponed on
New Mexico will bo cast to aid in the Juan J.Rodriguez
Joe Gilstrap,
prcserution
account
war,
of the prevalence of the
of the
not
earnest,
B. Lusk,
F.A. Martinez,
to nag tile I'renldent, as his opponent J.
"Flu"
and
the quarantined cities
;
Frank Schultz,
J. Floersheim,
would do,
everywhere,
and they went to
Judge Ricliardsou it elected to Con- G.R. Abernathy R.W. Baulware
housekeeping
gress will vote in the House as Walat once in the
Edger Floersheim
ton will in tho Senate; that Is, for
bungalow recently fitted
every war measure which President
J. Floersheim, Chairman,
with this in view.
Wlleon asks. from Congress to carry
R. Lopez, Secretary.
The bride is the youngest of the
on the war. A voto for Richardson la
a patrlotlo vote tr.d a vote of confifour Griner sisters who have
dence in the Preaident.
Republican County Conven been recognized factors in
Felix Carda is not a politician but
tion at Mura, Oct. 24th,
Church and social circles in Roy
a business man. lie has proved that
In his careful, sensible handling of the
for the past ten years, and has;
affairs as a member of the state tax
Mrs. Belle Van
been employed much of the time
He
commission.
make the people of the state a business governor. ray is at Dr. Self s Sanitorium in the stores of Roy as saleslady
Elmor E. Vceder to one of the bcKt caring for the sick there includ thus giving her a very large ac
lawyers in the Elate and was the leg-ing Mrs. Self. Mr3. Kilmurray quaintance in this vicinity and
adviser to the late Governor De Baca.
Ha knows law and parliamentary prac-- , has had years of experience as a making many friends who wish
uce ana win niaKe an aaml.aDie res- trained nurse in hospitals at El her supreme happiness in the
iding; o'f'cr for t!i? C'ni'
Paso and in Old Mexico as well new relation.
Seven years cz the Ler.ch of tho
The Groom is one of Roy's
state of New Mexico has proven that as many other cities in the U. S.
Richard H. Hanna is a Just, a capable
It is especially fortunate for business men, having establish
and a fearless Jurist. There Is not a the
people of Roy that her ed a jewelry store here last sumbreath of attack on his ability or his
services
are available at this mer in connection with his trade
Integrity.. He is a eound lawyer,
stands for the rights of the people and time.
as a manufacturing jeweler and
has always been fair to labor, y
repair work. He is now install' Toa J. Mabry Is one of the" rising
ill
seriousiy
is
Self
Mrs.
Dr.
ing a Moving Picture Show and
young lawyers of the state and as it?
attorney generar will not bo In th.s with pneumonia and the Doctor, will soon add this entertainment
hands pf any cosporato or big business who is just able to be out, is de. venture to his activities.
Interest. , He will construe the law
and
We all join in congratulations
without fear or, favor In the Interest voting his entire time to her
calls
outside
not
to
anewer
whole
trying
to
of the
him and wish them the best in
people of the stale.
Juan J. Duran has made an efficient,
ife and a smooth voyage over
active county clerk of Union county.
Mrs. Peter Wagner, of Alva, the sea of matrimony.
His prombtion to the office of secre
tary of State is logical and he Is amply Okla. has arranged that their
Qualified for its exacting and precise
shall not be among the ones
John Spence, a cousin of Mrs.
clerical duties.
under P. T. Gibson who resides in
cut off for '
Prof. J, S. Long has been principal the new Govt, order. Leo WagPrinceton, Indiana is visiting her
of tho sqhcols in .several cities of the
state and W vice' firsider.t of the ner has been ill from stomach at her home in Roy.
New Mexico States Tcacaef'A'ercta- - trouble'and she á staying with
tion. He Is an able educator, qualified
', ' U, S. Deputy Marshy Dtftfadb
for a time. "
by training and experience and wilt them
was in town WeesdaVt He g..
take the schools of the state out of
politics.
Mrs. G. R. Abernathy is
summonsing witnessgg for the
Marcus C. De Eaca is a capable liently resisting the "Flu"
Federal, Court at Santa Fe
.'
business man and has always stool
for the best Ideals in political affairs refuses to admit she has it.
,

up-dou- btless

Horne-Kilm-

111

S--

non-payme- nt

Dr. S. Alonso Bright was here
last week to meet the Mothodist
ALFREDO LUCERO
people and hold quarterly con
ference. Owing to the quaran
That the Republicans tried at
The death of Alfredo Lucero, tine the conference could not be special session of the Legislature tai
to
from Pneumonia, Sunday morn- held here but Rev. Pratt took appropriate $1,500,000 for the State
council of Defense, composed of six
ing Oct. 13th is the first fatality him to Solano in his car and the Republicans
and one Democrat, and
Influenza
of
epidemic
from the
conference was held there. His that the Democrats forced It to be reIn New Mexico. Unlike many other
in Roy. He contracted the "Flu" plans included going to El Paso duced to $750,000?
Republicans when De Baca broke away
Mrs. J. Floersheim and daugh
in
at the Republican Convention
Will Paxton
from here but a wire that that
arrived from'
In spite of the $1,600,000 spent on from the party because of tho dominaSanta Fe and came home ill with city was quarantined changed the road, of the state by the Repub- tion f a corrupt Republican machina ter Etna and son Walter are Illinois Wednesday to help care
lican State Highway Commission, the he broke away for good. He Is clean among the "Flu" victims this for his brother, Seth
it developing later into Pneumo his plans.
who is now
roads la most counties of the state are and fearless and competent. His op- week. This gets about the whole
nia which resulted in his death.
on the road to recovery from a
In worse shape than they were two ponent is the brother of the perpetua!
Alfredo was a man of fine
present auditor of the state. The only family, as Mrs. Edgar caught it grave case of Pneumonia.
Timely Medical Assistance yean ago?
way to end the Sargent
dy- before he had recovered.
physique and rugged constitution
nasty
to
Is
vote
for
De
Baca.
That although the Republicans
Will Gilstrap's family are all
but the inskiuous disease claimed
Dr Harper and Wife came claim they must control Congress to T. W. Medley is one of the strong, Jess Wade, the blacksmith
down
with the "Flu"
influential
him for its victim in spite of this down
and
bankers of the
from Raton Tuesday to as- insure that the President will hav southwest. He trusted
knows
ill
finances
and
with
seriously,
the
"Flu"
at
He was engaged in the Saloon
full suppore for his war measures,
sist the local physicians with the
Postmaster Wm. G. Johnson
of the Republican strength in financial operations thoroughly and is home of Will Gilstrap.
business for some years closing
exactly the man to have charge of the
Belknap
is
Mr.
seriously ill wiih "Flu".
cases
Seth
and
of
Congress
steadily
voted against war
with the others recently. He
measures and that most of it has been disbursements of the state. He Is
Paxton,
both
of
cases
serious
Harry Todd is dangerously
of the same type as his predecessor.
leaves a wife one daughter
renominated?
Roy L. Hall, whose service has given from
Pneumonia.
"Flu" at the Kitchell apart
indulgent
mourn a kind and
complete satisfaction to the people of
f
That
although
had
The
.,l
no
to
has
time
Dr.
eat
law
the
provides
ments.
that
husband and father. His brother
the state.
all public moneys must be paid out on
sleep
his
since
his
or
arrival
and
George
Davlsson
In
has
tho
been
Alfonso was unable to come
Itemized vouchers, the State Council
real estate business and the cattle
J. L. Swaim and family are al
of Defense turned over $20,000 in a
the funeral on account of illness coming was most opportune.
business In the state for more than a
lump
sum
victims
of "Flu" and Mr. Sotzen r
to
the
College
State
of
in his family at his home in E
decade. He knows the land business
.which Dr. Crlle, Republican, is head?
Roy
A.
F.
Mr.
took
Mrs.
and
the
had to drive out
butcher,
of
state
safeMexico,
the
New
of
will
Paso Two sisters came Monday,
guard the Interests of the state in the their farm and get their meals
family
with
in
the
them
the
That the administration of the State disposition of all lands and may be
The funeral was held privately
new Buick-6- , out to the Chicosa Council of Defense is costly so that depended
Monday
afternoon
upon to so manage the im- and do the chores for them Mon
o'clock
two
at
every dollar it spends on war work portant business of the state
for
back
where
Ranch,
drive
they
land of- day.
interment in the Roy cemetery.
8 cents is required to pay for
salaries fice as to protect the taxpayers and
and forth now to do the chores.
f
and clerical help?
serve the schools and the public.
It is a splended trip and so
It has been decided that the
D. J. Flnegan Is a railroad man, a
That the vice chairman of the Re representative of union labor, who School Teachers of Roy wil
LENA ELLEN BARNETT interesting when there we rather
;
envy tnem tne possession or publican national committee is a man has made an efficient county officer at abandon the plan to go to Wagon :
Tucumcarl and will when elected to Mound to
A letter received this week an their ranch. We enjoyed the who wrote so strong a
the Teachers Meeting :
letter home from Berlin that the Re the state corporation commission give
nounces the death from Typhoid novelty of picking ripe straw publicans refused to stand
'
for the Democratic party control and put on account of the epidmic of In
eren
nf Miss Lena Ellen Barnett, 12 berries from their vines this mid htm for national chairman?
an end to the weak and Insincere pol- fluenza.
i
J':.';
A
icy which has permitted the railroads
daughter of P.A, dle of October. They have had
years-olIt
That
the Democratic coun of the state to dominate the commis;
Rnrner.t's formerly of Roy, at berries off these vines all the íes or tnewas
Mayor F. S. Brown was able
state which showed the sion and retain a representative of
was
She
Tar River, Oklahoma.
time since in Jnne. and the greatest increases in tax valuations the big railroads of the El Paso dis- to get out aain Saturday and
for 1918 over 1917 and that Socorro trict to hold in office as the commis
Mr. Harnett's only child. Her turnips,
.7
come down town for a shave.
onions, potatoes, ana ai. and Valencia counties where
sion's rate expert one of their former
mother .died when she was a kinds of other garden truck puts lican political leaders control theRepub
He is considerably reduced by
em ploy éa, who has always favored
con
baby and he is indeed left to a them far out of the reach of mlssioners and assessors, there were them In every controversy..
the illness he has experienced
very small gains?
innelv life in which hi3 friends want this winter.
and gives the credit for hig be
The most extensive
recsympathize deeply.
We witnessed a fight between
That Charles Springer, Republican or d which has been made by any ing now among the living to the juaw:rartner oi senator Earth.
wo Bucks in his flock of sheep boss and chairman of the executive member of the United States Senate intelligent and constant care
Democratic Nomine for
committee of the State Council of De- is that of Albert Bacon Fall, who Is given him by his wife.
which,
for sheer,
She and
ATTORNEY-GENERAfense, has refused to make public an aeklng to be
CHARLIE HOWE
Repub
as
a
both the children had the "Flu"
obstinacy and fool stubbornness Itemized report of his expenditures, lican because
the nation needs him. If
killed
also
and
the
but not so bad and they are
others
Two
that
State
Council
limit.
of
was
the
Defense
couple
here are
that is true, as his posters say, why
Member Constitutional Conven
Friends of the
has refused to give out a list of its has he been absent so much of tho all safely over
cata
this
at
week
it.
last
tion
of 1910; elected overwhelm
grieved at the news, of the death eachother
employes?
timet Would his record be any betgame.
is
Lake
pult
'Chicosa
noy
a
Howe,
lormer
ingly
member State Senate at
Charlie
In
ter
of
the next six years?
A telegram to C. C. Belknap
and we
That a Republican Legislature apelection 1911; now a member
boy, who died of Peneumonia at swarming with ducks
Every candidate on the Victory announces that the Masonic
and an propriated $35,000 to finish up 5 per
Board of Regents Spanish-AmeLas Vegas last week, He was hope to get a gun licence
cent of the work in the Texas Boundticket
nominated by the Democratic Grand Lodge has been postponed
after
to
go
out
Celagain
invitation
to
ago
weeks
ary
can
three
Normal School and has made
suit
and
only
that
$19,000
married
had state convention Is a 100 per cent on
account of the general epidethem
of
spent
try
some
been
for
to
in
16th,
years
five
American,
Franthe
by
Demo
of
daughter
America
a
for
and
Americans.
a
estina Baca,
mic and the date for the meeting a record in favor of better School
administration in doing the oth- '
E.J.H. Roy is making hay on cratic
IX it is true that "every
cisco Baca, of Mills and went to
er 95 per cent of the work?
miser helps will be set later. This, is verv facilities for the boys and girls of
the Kaiser" isn't it true that every
the pasture around the big lake
the rural sections of the Staie.
Denver on their wedding trip.
vote of lack of confidence In President satisfactory to the new Lodge in
The
market.
baling
it
and
for
That
and
Bursum,
Fall,
Hubbell
Influenza
and
He contracted
than Spiess controlled the Republican Wilson's administration helps the Royas no ie of them could at- A vote for Mabry is a vote
died Saturday morning at their pasture was' never better
tate convention this year, and do too
to Present their claims to a
;
for impartial
it is this fall.
i wav
vVBVijr iu IV '
J
recall what the Alhuaueroue Journal
home in Las Vegas.
charter.
vember as be will watch your dollar
next-week-

one-fourt-
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Thomas J. Mabry

non-votin- g

hard-head-
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Law-Enforceme-

in October?

THE

The CbnjessíMts
o? ato
;

Offken
h a iVtósfiw
in the Ravag-

WrÜten
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GERMAN

PIONEERS THROW PONTOON BRIDGES ACROSS
THE MEUSE IN FACE OF MURDEROUS FIRE

Synopsis. The author of tbeM confessions, an officer In the pioneers' corp of the German army, a branch of the enrice corresponding to the engineers' corps of the United States army, Is sent Into
IgnoBelgium with the first German forces Invading that country.
rant of their destination or of the reasons for their actions, the German soldiers cross the border and attack the Belgian soldiers defending their frontier. Civilians men, women and children are driven
from their burning homes as he Zeppelins and giant guns of the Germans raced the strongest fortifications. The Germans sweep on across
Belgium, slaying and burning under orders of their officers to show
no mercy. Some German soldiers who tried to aid helpless refugees
were rebuked by their offices, one of whom declared that such a
thing as pity was Insanity.
CHAPTER

IV.

'

The scene of the slaughter could
bow be surveyed at leisure. Dead and
wounded were strewn all around, and
ver them clouds of smoke and flames
made the air thick. But we were already too hardened to feel much pity.
Humanity was thrown to the winds
and the cries and begging of the
wounded left everybody cold.
Some Catholic sisters lsy dead In
front of their convent The only building that was spared In Donrhery was
French
the armory of the Twenty-thir- d
dragoons.

There was not much time In which
to do anything, for at seven o'clock
the French began to hurl shells Into
the village. We fortified ourselves behind a thick garden wall directly in
front of the Meuse. The river bank
at this point was flat, but on the opposite side It was steep. Rere the French
Infantry had dug Itself In and established three lines, one above the other.
The artillery firing was too far. We
did not come within Its range, so that
we were able to observe the effect of
the shelling of our own artillery on the
enemy Infantry positions before us.
The 21 centimeter shells raced by
above our heads and burst with a fearful noise In the enemy's trenches.
The French could not resist this hall
of shot very long.. They soon abandoned all the heights on the river
bank. They abandoned Soudan without a fight and It was left Intact, which
had not been the case with Donchery.
Hardly a house had suffered.
When the bugles sounded In Donchery, It was discovered that our company had lost 38 men In battle. A position was taken behind the dragoon
armory and our company, which now
waa reduced to 90 men, was ordered
to attempt the building of a pontoon
bridge over the Meuse. After we had
--

men, we
marched In small detachments In order not to draw the enemy's attention
to us. After an hour's march we
stopped In a small forest about 200
meters from the Meuse to rest nntll
darkness set In. At twilight a division
bridge train was driven up close to
our hiding place. This was soon followed by a corps bridge train as a reserve. After all preparations were
made and the main advance work,
such as setting up the bridge stays and
landing platforms, were ready, the
single pontoon wagons drove up. They
were speedily but silently nnloaded.
We completed four pontoons, that Is,
20 meters of bridge, without the enemy
discovering anything.
been

by

80

Then suddenly the searchlight of
the enemy was set In action and
canned the river. We dropped to the
ground at once. The enemy must have
aeen us. for the searchlights played
here and there and kept our bridge
position under continuous glare. We
were discovered hardly before we
knew what had happened, and a rain
of fire fell In the water in front of
us. We contlnned to Ue flat on the
ground as four more shots struck the
water, this time a little nearer to the
bridge and one shot hit the bank. At
nee a third rain of shot followed and
two struck the bridge. Two men fell
in the water and two lay dead on the
bridge.
Those In the water swam
ashore and escaped none the worse for
their experience except for a bath.
In aplte of the continued volume of
artillery fire, we brought the two dead
men to land. The bridge was now
greatly damaged and there was no
choice except to replace the damaged
pontoons by new ones. . We began this
difficult task as soon as the artillery
fire let up. Hardly had we begun It
gain when a salvo struck and greatly
damaged the bridge. Fortunately we
had no losses. We were now ordered
to retire, and after a half hour begin
new. The enemy's searchlights were
ow dark. We brought about ten pontoons up without Interference and then
we were suddenly bombarded again.
We had attracted the attention of the
enemy's patrol.
Several batteries bow opened fire on
us at on time and after ten minutes
ti entire work waa only a pile of
wreckage. Two mora men were killed.
The rdfff bow came to retire. Eight

men were detailed to attend to the
dead and wounded and we were taken
out of this danger cone. After we
marched about two kilometers up the
river, we were halted, and discovered
that the corps bridge train was in
place. We were told that we would
get the bridge ready on land. Sections
consisting of two pontoons each were
firmly fastened together, equipped with
anchors, everything else made ready
and then put in the water. The location for the bridge was Indicated to
us and we rode with all our might
down to the bridge position. The enemy did not see through these tactics
and did not interfere, so that all the
parts reached the position in a very
short time, where they were fastened

together. In less than twenty minutes the bridge was completed and
the Infantry stormed over it
The bridge was covered with straw
In order to dull the noise of the troop
movements. At the same time, at different places, transports with pontoons
were assisting the army to cross and
before the French found out what had
happened our troops had occupied the
opposite bank and established themselves firmly there.
The French artillery and Infantry
now opened a terrible fire on the pontoons. Our units, which had defended

SPANISH-AMERICA-

aa a plate. As a result our pontoon
settled rapidly and there was nothing
else for us to do except to jump Into
the icy water and swim. Hardly had
we left the boat when It sank, but we
all reached the other bank safe for the
moment
In spite of our wet clothing we had
to take a new boat at once, and with
our blistered bands had to man the
oars again. In the middle of the river
we collided with another boat This
boat had lost Its pilot and two rowers.
It rammed us and our pontoon tipped
over and 18 Infantrymen and one member of the crew were thrown Into the
water. We were saved along with
four men from the other pontoon and
taken to the left bank. Hardly had
we landed before we were ordered to
take over a pontoon loaded with ammunition.
About five more times we crossed
the Meuse. Meanwhile day broke
and then a terrible battle developed
between the troops which had crossed
and the French. The Germans had the
best In this encounter because they
could not be shelled by the French artillery.
We were given a short rest and lay
In our water-soakeclothing In an old
abandoned trench shivering with cold.
Our hands were swollen to twice their
normal sice. They pained so greatly
that we could not hold a bottle to our
Hps. It was a terrible eight to see
yonng and strong men lying on the
ground helpless and broken.
After
short rest we were ordered
to seek for wounded In the burning
houses but we did not find many, for
most of those who had been badly
wounded and unable to save themselves, were burned to death. Only
the buttons of their uniforms and their
weapons Indicated to us to which side
they had belonged.
In some cases, there were not even
these vestiges. Only
little heap of
ashes within the ruins of a house, was
all that was left of whole families for
whole streets. During the search most
of us behaved as If we had not taken
part In the terrible events of the last
hour, aa If we had not seen the horrors of this encounter and as If we
had forgotten entirely the danger we
had just escaped.
As to honoring the dead, something
which had been taught us by our mothers from Infancy, or a fear which the
average' person feels toward a body,
there was no sign. My pen would balk
If I tried to recall the expressions, to
describe the acts soldiers as well as officers committed to determine the nationality or sex of the dead. In the
meantime,
the battle between our
troops and the French had reached a
climax. Our troops had suffered great
losses but now our turn came.
The German artillery shelled as we
crossed the enemy's position with
great fury. Our artillery succeeded In
silencing the enemy's batteries and we
tried to take his high positions by
storm.
When we were within 200 meters of
the enemy's defenses, the French machine guns were turned upon us and
we were driven back with enormous
d

losses.

Ten minutes later, we stormed a
second time and had to retire again
with great losses. We again formed
for attack within the shelter of our
trenches, but the fighting spirit was
gone. But we dared not lose courage,
although the victims of our useless
storming attacks covered the field and
we were able to look at our dead comrades all about us.
The artillery started up again;
arrived; after half an
hour, we stormed a third time, over
the bodies of our fallen comrades. As
we halted about 20 meters from the
enemy's trench, be withdrew his entire first line. Soon after we saw the
Germans advance along the whole line.
The reason for this unexpected retreat
was explained later when we learned
that the main part of the French army
had retired some time before. The
heavy toll of life among our comrades
was taken In a mere
action.
During the next hour the enemy
abandoned all the heights of the
Meuse. As we reached the crest of
these heights, we could easily overlook the roads over which the French
had retreated. They were departing In
close formation, In long columns. Our
company and others received orders
to assemble and soon we pursued the
Arrived With Two Dead and One fleeing enemy. It was our work to repair roads which had been destroyed
Wounded.
so that they would be passable for our
the pontoons, were relieved and re- armies, a task that was harder in the
placed by Infantry. I was made a burning midday sun, owing to the fact
leader in the. pontoon and with four that the dead and wonnded had first to
men at the paddle and 18 Infantrymen be disposed
f.
as a crew, we started our first crossing in a veritable hall of shell, but
with only one minor casualty, we
French soldiers, surrendering
reached the opposite bank. A comwhen they found themselves
rade took my place at the steering
surrounded, were slaughtered by
gear. On the return trip, our ponthe Germans, acting under comtoon was struck by bullets but fortumands of their officers. This Is
nately above the water line. All about
one of the Incidents described In
us the pontoons crossed, several In
the next Installment
sinking condition. The men who
manned them, all of whom could swim,
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
tried to swim to the bank, but many
Infantrymen were drowned.
We landed, and took a new pontoon,
Watch His Laugh.
which, by a superhuman effort, we
The leopard cannot change his
managed to get across the river a sec- spots, nor the laugher hla laugh. It
ond time. This time we arrived with Is as characteristic as his nose or the
two dead and one wounded infantrycolor of his eyes. No polish or educaLong before we reached the tional veneer can alter the laugh much
man.
f bank the Infantrymen Jumped into the in quality and tone, although It may
shallow water and waded to land. soften It let, even then, in an unWith the two dead left In the boat, we guarded moment the old laugh rings or
turned around. Onr crew ached aa a cackles, or explodes, and the show la
result of the continuous rowing and given away.
their hands were toon covered by blisA man to be avoided, to be passed
ters, but nevertheless we had to row by on the other aide, la the man who
on. There was no rest
laughs without smiling. The man who
When we were 20 meters from the laughs like a mask or a ventriloquist's
bank, our pontoon was hit below the puppet. His face wrinkles. He makes
water line by several bullets. When a noise. But he Is smlleless as a
the bulla- - cirnck our boat they made rooster when cackling. Take It from
only a tiny hole, but as It emerged on me, that man la hard, relentless, cruel,
the bottom, it tore an opening aa Urce mallsrnant

v
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NO NEW NOTE IN
FALL MILLINERY

Drop Freezone on a touchy'
corn, then lift that corn
off with fingers

r

"
New York. There Is nothing In millinery today upon which one cun put
the finger and say that it is definitely
new, asserts a lending authority. In
looking over the collection, one feels
that a strong struggle goes on between
the fashion for trimmed huts and the
fashion for untrlmmed ones.
At n meeting of all the milliners In
America, which was held in New York
lust spring, there was-- a loud clamor
for ornutnentutlou in millinery. The
mere mention of it brought fotth the
clapping of hands. Roses were desired, quills, feathers, funtasles, pieces
of fur and Jeweled bandings In fact,
anything tiud everything that would
create something that has nut existed
for a hulf decade.
The desire of the French for severity
and thnt of the Americans for ornamentation are shown, undoubtedly, In
the conflicting huts of this autumn.
There Is nothing that has not been,
and yet there Is much thut Is good and
acceptable.
Since there Is no exclusive path of

LIFT OFF CORNS!

top, as though the cream were oozing

out.
There are comic opera hats, but they
Doesn't hurt a bit! Drop a little
do not play the comedy role on a womFreezone on an aching corn. Instantly!
an's head. They are quite attractive. that corn stops hurting, then you life
They need a veil, and a
It right out Yes, magic No humbug I
one at that, for veils are back In fash-Io- n
and they may be the forerunners
of gloves.
There are women who always wear
both, and there Is a large majority that
Art
I
avoid both whenever fashion allows
the slightest loophole of escape. Even
the French forsook veils for four or
five years; but as the weather lost
whiter demanded hat they use every
means of protection to their flesh and
blood, veils came back as a. port of
costumery. They at once became ornamental and coquettish., They carried
their own collars with them, and they
sometimes seemed to carry the hat
which they evidently considered merely a trillo on which to rest their own
ornamental selves!
These arc the veils that hold good
today. But It Is quite probuble that
A tiny bottle of Freezone costs bnt at
few cents at any drug store, but is sufficient to remove every hard corn, soft
corn, or corn between the toes, and the
calluses, without soreness or irritation.
Freezone is the sensational discovery of a Cincinnati genius. It Is won
good-lookin- g

1

Adv.

derfuL

t

Her View.
Sunday School Teaciier What dd
you understand by suffering for right
eousness' sake?
Little Girl Please, miss, It mean
having to come to Sunday school.
New Haven Register.
OLD PRESCRIPTION

FOB WEAK KIDNEYS

Mm) w
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THE NEW HATS OBEY NO LAW, BUT SUIT ALL FACES.
(1) Adapted Anzac hat made of black' satin and turned up at one side
ostrich strands. Thi collar Is
with a huge shell puff made of Nattier-blu- e
made from squares of seal and beaver, which Is a new idea. (2) Shrapnel
helmet of violet velvet, with sweeping willow effect In long ostrich flues of
Mexican hat of sapphire-blu- e
velvet with
black aruf violet (3)
shirred crown and brim edged with a band of Russian squirrel. (4) Oblong
walking hat In Imitation of the new service caps. It Is made of gray angora
with a broad quill of Jet beads. With this goes a neckpiece of angora heavily
embroidered in Jet '
Cone-shape- d

fashion In which all should walk If
they would be In the procession, there
Is the more genial, broad highway. In
which all types are Jostled and mingled and call themselves In the fashion.
All the hats of the hour are on this
broad highway, and that suits the
majority.
No matter whnt a woman chooses,
she has some master designer back of
her choice. To begin with fabrics, she
may keep loyal to velvet, or she may
dip Into the caprice of the moment as
it Is expressed by angora, braid or
even serge.
She may insist upon satin from now
until next April, and she may choose
it in any color that harmonizes or corresponds with her gown. She may feel
Inclined to avoid felt, for It is so little
In the picture.
As for ornamentation, she may adopt
It if she likes the idea. If she prefers
simplicity, she has three dozen or more
French hats at her disposal.
If she likes ostrich feathers, she may
Join In with the 'Arriets of London and
buy herself a big, thick, curled one,
place it on her head, and feel herself
as correctly plumed as was Henri
Quatre. She cannot buy paradise, because of n law that Is greater than
that of fashion, but she has a plenteous supply of hackel, monkey fur or
goura to take Its place. She will also
find that shredded taffeta Is considered
as ornamental as dahlias on a turban,
and she will soon realize that toothbrush fringe can be used to flicker over
the surface of any bat, with good
results.
Question of Brims and Crowns.
Suppose she is concerned about the
shape of her hat, and if she isn't she
should at once take the lesson of first
aid to the ignorant If her face demands a wide brim, let her choose that
shape, and she will find that each milliner has made at least three hats to
suit her fancy.
There are Irregular brims ; there are
brims that slope upward on one side
and downward on the other, with the
perilous side tip of an airplane when
the observer wishes to see what is
happening below.
The milliners take It for granted
that every woman does not wish to
conceal the upper part of her face,
even though fashion has gone to the
most extreme limit In that line, so
there are hats that roll straight away
from a tight headband and spread out
to astonishing proportions when they
take the air. They are draped, or they
are made exactly like a nice thick
cream puff, with a bunch of foolish or
daring little feathers coming out of the

they will be discarded when the cold
weather comes by those who will take
up the two leading fashions that have
been revived from two years ngo: the
funnel collar that envelopes the neck,
the chin and the lobes of the ears, and
the hat that envelopes the eyebrows,
the top of the ears and the upper part
of the eyelids. What In the name of
all common sense can a veil do between these two?
Inspiration From the Anzac.
We like to trace our present fashions to an immediate inspiration, to
some fantastic or picturesque source
that Is a part and parcel of our present struggle for existence. It suits
our mood better than going back to
the dead and gone personages who
probably figure more gloriously In literature than they did In fact.
We hate caps on women. There Is
something of undying coquetry in the
rolling, dashing, spirited headgear as
against the new street suit which Is
flecked with an Insignia never before
exploited by women the stars of service, the insignia of rank, the colored
departmental bands.
The brims of hats, therefore, are cut
according to romance or shortened according to practical ideas, but the
crowns are unusually high. The majority of American women have long
faces It is the racial stamp and to
such women a
hat Is
never becoming. The French wear It
well because they have slender, oval
faces, with pointed chins and delicately painted mouths ; but when one puts
the typical French hat of the hour
above the typical American face, with
Its lengthened Une from high cheekbone to chin and the long clean-cline of the jaw backward to the ear,
then the defects, If defects they are,
stand out In a rugged prominence that
Is far from attractive.
The average American face needs a
hat, no matter what the
brim. This Is a fundamental fact that
Is provoked by a continental demand ;
It has nothing to do with the phases
of fashion. We look onr best In width
over the eyes, not height
Each woman, therefore, must struggle with her own problem In this new
deluge bearing down upon us of high
crowns. Some of them are direct Imitations of coaching hats, and dthers
rise to a peak that no Chinaman ever
allowed in the turban upon which we
have patterned some of our new hats.
.

high-crown-

ut
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(Copyright,
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An inventor has combined a pencil
bolder, ruler, comb, envelope opener
and nail file In a single compact imple

ment

llave yon ever stopped to reason why)
it it that to many products that are ex
tensively advertised, all at once drop out
of light and are soon forgotten? Tba
reason is plain the article did not fulfil
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
recommended
by those who have been
benefited, to those who are in need of it,
A prominent druraist says. 'Take for
example
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooat
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent re
suits, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy that I know of
has so large a sale."
According to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmers; Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact
that so many people claim, it fulfills ali
most every wish in overcoming kidney
liver and bladder ailments, corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the ttrio
acid which causes rheumatism.
You may receive a sample bottle of
Swamp-Roby Parcel Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer ft Co., Binghamton, N. Y, and
enclose ten cents; also mention this paper.
Large and medium size bottles for sale
at all drug stores. Adv.

Just In Time.
"Did she return the engagement
ring when she Jilted you?"

"She didn't have any engagement
ring. Just before I proposed to her I
Joined a society for the prevention of
useless giving."
.

If von wish beautiful, clear white
slothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.
Explaining It
One reason more barns are hit by
lightning In Oils region than formerly
Is thnt there are more burns to be hit
There Is no more lightning than usual.

Portland Oregon'an.
Cutlcura Beauty Doctor

For cleansing and beautifying the
skin, hands and hair, Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment afford the most effective
preparations. For free samples address, "Cutlcnra, Dept X, Boston." At
druggists and by mall. Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
.

Suggestion on Patches.

'

are wearing their pants
on a
schedule must be
careful that the attritlve pressure be
distributed so that the two rear patches may become necessary simultaneously. A new patch with a worn companion patch Is not sightly and is not
indicative of even and symmetrical
war service. Houston Post.
AH men who

"Cold In the Head"

Is an acute attack of Nasal Catarrh. Per
sons who are subject to frequent coias
in the head" will And that the use of
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINES will
build up the System, cleanse the Blood
and render them less liable to colds.

Repeated attacks of Acute Catarrh mar
lead to Chronic Catarrh.
HAIX'S CATARRH MEDICINE is tak
en Internally and acts through the Blooa
on the Mucous Surfaces of the System.
All Druggists 76c Testimonials free.
tlOO.OO for any ease of catarrh that
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINO will not
cure.
F. J. Cheney ft Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
One of the big things the war Is
teaching us is how to get along on
less.

United States may tux mules and
donkeys.

Crsosililel

tyt

Eyes inflamed by exposure to San. Gaaf and Wlsi
XtM'mw.0-- K quickly relieve! by Mortal
wli EyeRenedy. No Smarting,
At
Just Eye Comfort.
Your Druggists or by mail 0c per Bottle.
For Bask el lbs Eye free write
Marina Eye Remedy Co Chicago.,
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

RECALL ARMIES,

IS ACCEPT

THEfJ TALK PEACE
PRESIDENT WILSON ASKS PRINCE
MAX WHOM HE REPRESENTS
IN ARMISTICE PROPOSAL,

.
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WILSON TERMS
WASHINGTON

NATION
WARNS
TEUTON REPLY MAY NOT FUL,

FULL AMERICA'S CONDITIONS.

TEXT OF LANSING NOTE TEXT OF GERMAN REPLY
GOOD FAITH WOULD DEPEND
ON HUNS WITHDRAWING

INVADED TERRITORY.

UP

FROM

'

Wsstera Newspaper Union News Service.

We will win this war
Nothing else really matters until we do!

EZJ:
The Flavor Lasts

PINK EYE

DISTtMPtst

CATARRHAL

rCVtR

AND ALL NOSfi
ANO THROAT DISEASES

rnr rha alr-- till acta aa a nreventatlve for others,
Liquid riven on the tongue. Safe for brood mare and
60 cente a bottle, $(.60 a
nil other". Beet kidney remedy.
and turf roods houees. or
liman HnM hv all drua-rlat-a
sent, express nald. by the manufacturera Booklet, "Die
temper. Cause and Cure," free.
SPOHN MEDICAL, CO., Goakea, luí, V. B. A.
Couldn't Understand It
A newly drafted negro who had
been In camp only a week entered the
orderly room and asked the captain
leave. His reason for
ior a three-damaking the request being sufficiently
good he .was given bis pass. Just as
bo left the rom he saluted the captain and said : "Thank you, sergeant"
The captain didn't intend to let
such a mistake pass unnoticed, so
called the negro back, saying: "Johnson, one of the first things yon want
to learn to do Is to address soldiers
by their proper titles. I am a captain
not a sergeant."
A look of surprise came over the
negro's face. He said : "Excuse me,
cap'n, but Ah done thought they'd
make such a nice man as you-al- l Is, a
v
sergeant" The Bayonet.
y

A

Veteran.

"Take your choice, work or fight."
"All right then ; I'll continue to fight
'
off work."
, Main Thing.
"No matter what subject you start,
my friend here Is always postrd."
"Yes, but are his wtfx'n letters?"
,

Kindred Spirits.
society performer volunteered to entertain a roomful of the
Colony Hatch lunatic asylum and
made up a very successful little monologue show, entirely humorous.
The
audience In the main gave .symptoms
of being slightly bored, but one high view.
ly Intelligent manioc saw the whole
"Accept, sir, the renewed assur
thing In proper light and, clapping ances of my high consideration.
"ROBKRT LANSING."
the talented actor on the shoulder,
A

well-know- n

said:
"Glad you came, old fellow. Tou
fine. The other
dashed dignified,
man Is mad he
about HI" Lon
;
don opinion.

and I will get along
dlpples here are so
What I say Is If a
needn't put on airs

Mary's Wish.
Mrs. M
is an enthusiastic work
er In the United States food clubs.
She has been using the substitutes
and, to make her bread more palatable,
she recently bought a bread stick pan,
as corn bread baked In these pans
has more crust When "the bread
came on the dinner table In the eve
Mary ex
ning the little
claimed: "Oh, momma, I want one of
your food clubs quick."
.?
d

but It's the
It's awfully hard on some men's
queer people who are in It that make eyes wlten they look for perfection In
'
'::
themselves,
it so.

It's a queer

world

,

.,

Ifidigostion, Bloat,

Hoar. burn, Soused
by Acie3if oiiioGh
ih

of tBdlfwtkn. dye- What la the
pepsia, Moat, heartburn,
balchlne, gaasy, tour stomach, and so
nsny stomsch miseries! Juftt this
cld
stomach suparscldlty as the doctore
call It. It robe millions of their fall
strength, vitality and the power to enjoy
Ufa to be real mes and women.
It Is wall known that sn add month
destroys ths teeth. The scld Is so power- ful that it eats right through the hard
enimel and causes the teeth to decay.
This Is (sir wsrntng ot what excess scld- Ity will do to the delicate organisation
of ths sromscb; as S matter of (set, excess acidity not only produces s great
sympmany painful and disagreeable
toms that ws generally name "Stomach
long
toe
it
of
crestor
a
is
troubles," but
train of Tery serious ailments.
Interferes with the digestion
This
snd canses ths food to ferment.
mass of sonr, fermented food psssee Into
the Intestines, when It becomes ths
breeding
place for germs snd toilc
poisons, which In turn are absorbed
Into ths blood snd distributed throughout ths entire body.
Wherever yon go yon ses victims of
people who, while not
ectnslly down sic, are always slllnf
bare no appetite, food doeaa't digest,
belching all the time, continually complaining of being weak and tired and
worn out. It Is this excess acidity that

;

Washington, Oct. 9. President Wtlson has met Germany's peace note
with a move which will ot one Btroke
develop whether her proposal Is sin
cere or merely a pretension, and, if a
pretension It be, fully Justify forv all
time before the world the prolonging
of the war with force to the uttermost,
forec without stint or limit. At the
some time the President has left wide
open the door to peace.
The text of the communication
handed to the charge of Switzerland In
Washington follows:
"Sir: I have the honor to acknowl
edge, on behalf of the President, your
note of Oct 6, inclosing the communi
cation from the German government
to the President, and I am instructed
by the President to request you to
make the following communication to
the Imperial German chancellor:
"'Before making reply to the re
quest of the imperial German govern
ment and in order that that reply shall
be candid and straightforward as the
momentous Interests involved require,
the President of the United States
deems it necessary to assure himself
of the exact meaning of the note of
the imperial chancellor.
"Does the imperial chancellor mean
that the Imperial German government
accepts the, terms laid down by the
President In his address to the Con
gress of the United States on Jan. 8
last and in subsequent addresses, and
that its object in entering into discus
slons would be only to agree upon the
practical details of their application?
"The President feels bound to say
with regard to the suggestion of an
armistice that he would not feel at
liberty to propose a cessation of arms
to the governments with which the
government of the United States is as
sociated against the central powers,
so long aa the armies ot those powers
are upon their soil. The good faith of
any discussion would manifestly depend upon the consent of the central
powers immediately to withdraw their
forces everywhere from Invaded ter
ritory.
j
"The President also feels that he
Is Justified In asking whether the 1m
perial chancellor is speaking merely
for the constituted authorities of the
empire who have so far conducted the
war. He deems the answer to these
questions vital from every point of

takes ths pep snd punch eat ef them,
lesvss Uttle or no vitality.
Strike st the very cause ef all this
trouble and elesn this eicess acid out
ef the stomach. This will glvs the stomach a chance to digest the food properly:
nature will do ths rest.
A wonderful sew remedy removes excess scld without the allihtsst discomfort. It Is called EATON 10, mads la
the form of tablets thsy are good to est
lust like a bit of canity. BATONIO
literally absorba ths injurious sicese
scld snd carries it swsy through the Intestines. It drives ths bloat out of the
body yon csn fairly feel It work.
Try BATONIO snd see how oulckly
It bsnlshes bloat, heartburn, belching,
Bee
etc.
Indigestion,
toe, how oulckly your general health
Improves
how muck more of your
food Is digested how nervousness
snd
Irritability disappear. Learn bow easy
It is to get back your physical and mental pooch. Hsve the power and energy
Enjoy ths good
to work with vim.
things of life. Learn what It means te
fairly babble over with health.
So get a box of BATONIO from your
druggist today. Ws authorlss him to
guarantee BATONIO to please you snd
csn trust your drttggtit to make
Íou guarantee
wood.
If it falls In any
way, take It back hs will refund your
money.

BERLIN

AGREES TO WITHDRAW
ARMIES, BUT VITAL QUES-TIONS

NOT 8ETTLED.

Washington, Oct. 14. The greatest
danger facing the people of the Unit
ed States, officials said here Saturday,
was that they might hastily consider
Germany's proposition as the unconditional surrender which the
ents demand and relax their efforts to
continue the victories at arms an i
carry over the fourth Liberty loan. On
every side in official quarters it was
stated that this view of the situation
could not be placed before the public

(Signed.)

Blow.

The British and
London, Oct.
Americans have advanced to a depth
of about three miles on a twenty-milfront In their great attack between St.
Quentln and Cambral. Over a front
of twenty miles between Cambral and
St Quentln the British, American and
French troops have started a mighty
drive, which, in its Initial stage, has
thrown the enemy back from highly
prized tactical positions to a depth
of from two to five miles.
e

;

Gustavus F. Swift, the first Swift in the
packing industry, saw the need of these
traveling ice boxes before others.
He asked the railroads to build them. The
railroads refused. They were equipped, and
preferred to haul cattle rather than dressed beef.
So Gustavus F. Swift had to make the cars
himself. The first one was a box car rigged
up to hold ice. Now there are 7,000 Swift
refrigerator cars. Each one is as fine an ice
box as you have in your home.

Day and night, fair weather and foul,
through heat and cold, these 7,000 cars go'
rolling up and down the country, keeping meat
just right, on its way to you.
Thus another phase of Swift & Company's
activities has grown to meet a need no one
else could or would supply, in way that
matched Swift & Company ideas of being
useful.
When you see one of these Swift & Company
cars in a train, or on a siding, you will be
reminded of what is being done for you as the
fruit of experience and a desire to serve.

Swift

Company, U. S. A.

&

Lend the Way
They Fight

"SOLF.

"Secretary of State, Foreign Office.
"Berlin, Oct. 12, 1918."
Unconditional Surrender U. 8. Stand.
Chicago, Oct. 14. The text of Ger- raany's reply to President Wilson's inquiry was communicated by the Asso-

,

In Mighty

Most people in America would have to go
without fresh meat, or would have to pay
more for what they could get, if it were not
for these traveling ice boxes.

Text of Germany's Reply to WHson,
"In reply to the questions of the
President of the United States of
America, the German government
hereby declares:
"The (jerauan government has accepted the terms laid down by Presl
dent Wilson in his address of Jan
uary the eighth and in his subsequent
addresses oh the foundation of a permanent peace of Justice. Consequent
ly, Its object in entering into discussions would be only to agree upon
practical details of the application of
these terms. The German govern
ment believes that the governments of
the powers associated with the govern
ment of the United States also take
the position taken by President Wilson )n his address. The German government in accordance with the Au3government, for the
purpose of bringing about an arm
istice, declares itself ready to comply
with the propositions of the President
in regard to evacuation.
"The German government suggests
that the President may occasion the
meeting of a mixed commission for
making the necessary arrangements
concerning the evacuation.
The pres
ent German government which has undertaken the responsibility for this
step toward peace, has been formed
by conferences and in agreement with
the great majority of the Reichstag.
The chancellor, supported In all of his
actions by the will of this majority,
speaks in the name of the German
government and ot the German people.

-

9.

Refrigerator cars for carrying meat ere ice
boxes traveling on wheels.

too strongly.

ciated Press Saturday night to Wil
liam G. McAdoo, secretary - of the
treasury Just before he delivered a
Liberty Loan address at a crowded
mass meeting. Mr. McAdoo told the
Diax,
Washington. General
nf the Italian armv. áudlence the text of the reply and
has issued a general order reminding added:
"What this government demands,
his soldiers that the enemy still is on
Italian, French and Belgian soil, and based on President Wilson's messages
calling on them not to be weakened and speeches, is unconditional sup
by flattering hopes of peace, but to render, and if the text of this reply is
hold themselves in readiness to com- - authentic it means Just that."
Before telling the audience about
nletelv crush the enemy If his peace
offers prove to be "a fresh form of the German note, Mr. McAdoo said of
the first German note a week ago:
the old guile."
'Germany didn't send its note to
anyone except the United States.
Entire Spanish Cabinet Quits.
Madrid. The cabinet headed by Why? Because the President of the
Antonio Maura has resigned. The United States has formulated the principles of a permanent peace.
cabinet was formed last March.
'Germany knows that when she ac
cepts the Presldent5s conditions
I am
WHEAT CROP 918,920,000 BUSHELS
not talking terms, but conditions, prinForecast for Corn Production la cipleswhen she is off. the soil of every invaded land, it means uncondi
2,717,775,000 Bushels.
This year's wheat tional surrender.
Washington.
'What is unconditional surrender?
croD will be 918,920,000 bushels, tho
when the fellow you are fighting
is
It
announced
agriculture
department ot
says,
'I give in and take what you say
In its preliminary estimate of producought to take.'
tion. Winter wheat production is 555,- - I
'The kaiser might as well surren
25,000 bushels and spring wheat pro
der now. He isn't deluded now. He
duction 363,195,000 bushels.
wouldn'tS get into the war but he
A corn nroduction of 2,717,775,000
did
think at one time that America
condifrom
the
bushels was forecast
knows better now."
tion of the crop Oct 1.
Estimate of production of other
Take Army Home, Says Finland.
Oats, 1,535,297,000
crops follows:
Stockholm. The Finnish govern
buckbushels; barley, 236,505,000;
ment has asked Germany to withdraw
wheat, 19,473,000; white potatoes,
sweet potatoes, 85,473,000; her troops from Finland.
British Demand Guarantee.
flax. 15.606.000: rice, 41,918,000; to
London. The
Press Association
bacco, 1,265,362,000 pounds; pears,
bushels: apples, 198,389,000 says that it is the view in exception
bushels; sugar beets, 6,158,000; kafirs, ally well Informed circles that no
,650,000 buBhels; beans, 17,802,000 question of armistice will be seriously considered without accompanying
,'
- x
bushels.
naval and military guarantees that
Germany Is not merely ready to
Colonel at Camp Grant Slays Self.
Camn Grant. 111. Col. Charles B. sheathe the sword but that she is ab
Hagadorn, acting commandant of solutely powerless to resume hostili
ties.
Camp Grant, committed suicide.
Allies Unite

Ice Boxes on Whee s

Western Kswspspsr Union News Service.

Paris Sees Scheme to Spilt Allies,
Paris. The reply of the German
government to President Wilson's
questions is considered here to indicate that Germany's diplomatic front
is as flexible as her military front
Some ot the commentators find the reply so worded as to show the hope of
the Germans that It will result In
cleavage between the allies. General
LaCroix in the Temps says: "Ger
many's acceptance of PJresident Wl)
son's conditions la an avowal of

Buy Liberty Bonds

One Dose of the Guaranteed Blackleg Vaccine
Made try Dr. O. M. Franklin, the orlelnator. Is GUARANTEED TO PROTECT A CALF FOR LIFE
ACA1NST BLACKLEG.
It has stood ths test for ver (our yoars on erar s million carrot snd owners
here every oonildenoe In It. WE BACK THAT CONFIDENCE with WRITTEN GUARANTEE II yon
io
wish, sad tnsrfs you IWty cams per aoss. ur mi sena yoa ine sarib
forty cents per dose without the Guarantee. We snake ONE QUALITY OF VACC1NB
ONLY. Srrlnce lor Injectlni. 2.30. Write us about It.

vaiimc

THE KANSAS BLACKLEG SERUM CO.

DENVER, COLO.

600 Lire Stack Eicfcaate Bids.

Rebuke for Jane.
At school the twins are In the first
grade. Jane is quite talkative, while
John In more quiet and sedate.
Arriving home, Jane said "Mother,
John didn't have his lesson this morn
ing,"
"Well," haughtily replied her twin,
"you talked so much I forgotted It."

TOO WEAK

TO FIGHT

man was really never
Hit weakened condition
overwork,
because of
lack of exercise, im
proper eating and living demands stimulaThe

"Coma-back- "

down-and-ou- t.

tion to aatisty tbe cry for a
appetite and the refreshing sleep essential
to strength. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capsules, the National Remedy of Holland,
will do the work. They are wonderful.
Three of these capsules each day will put
a man on his feet before he knows it :
whether his trouble conies from uric acid
poisoning, the kidneys, gravel or stone in
the bladder, stomach derangement or other
Amerailments that befall the
ican. The best known, mont reliable remedy for these troubles is GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This remedy has
stood the test for more than 200 years
since its discovery in the ancient laboratories in Holland. It acts directly and
gives relief at once. Don't wait until you
but take thera
are entirely
today. Your druggist will gladly refund
your money if they do not help you. Accept no substitutes. Look for the name
GÓLD MEDAL on every box, three sines.
They are the pure, original, imported
Haarlem Uil Uipsuies. acjv.

Revived His Interest.
Thomas Atkins was fractious. His
medicine was nasty and he refused to
take It. Two or three V. A. D.'s stood
round him, urging him to be good.
"Come," said one, "dflnk this ami
you will get well !"
"And rosy, tool" chimed in a second.
Atkins brightened. lie wawi't particularly keen on getting well, but to
get rosy was quite another mutter.
"Which of you Is Rosy?" he asked,
surveying the pretty group.
A woman's
strength lies In
knowledge of a man's wtjkness.

the

health-givin-

over-zealo-

ASTHMA
INSTANTLY RELIEVED WITH

í

A MOKtY

REFUNDED AS

ANY DRUGGIST

PARKER'S

.

.

HAIR

BALSAM

Ltnll.t prspancloa of ntrlk
fla Ips to rtritaa.te dandruff.

Beaoti-toCra-

pun,

orFsdad Hair.

ana yi.wac i'mygi.tfc

t,

Identified Just the Same,
Walter, can you tell me If Mr.
Junes has been In today?
Walter Mr. Jones? Is he the old
man with the big red nose?
She Yes, that's him but, look
here; I want you to understand that
my husband Is not old, nor Is his nose
big and red.

fEvery Woman W antaN

She

Japan
mont.

Is buying

army horses la
'

,

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved In water for douches stops)
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflan,
mstion. Recommended by Lydia .
Prakham Med. Co, tor tea years.
A healing wonder for nasal caUirh,
sore throat and sore yes. Economical.
Hat aiüauwanary deaaona snd samatalal

power.

ISaiapU Fraa. 50c all dnmsasa. at portpiud' as
Thg rartnp TctVt Company, Bortón, Ma

Ver-

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

11.

THE

TRESPASS NOTICE.

The Spanish American

Had the republicans nominated
Lindsey for Governor, his record
as War Governor and his claims
IRVIN OGDEN, SR.'':
to a second term would probably
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER
'
have influenced enough intelligent and impartial voters to
S.k.i,ti. S1.S Tm Tot
s
matter at the have elected him. He deserved it.
Entered as
postónica in Roy, New Mexico.
HÍ3 turning down by the Republican Convention is conclusive
proof that they dont want a
clean, impartial and efficient
administration. And if further
proof were needed the nomination of the unthinkable, reversiwho
ble, $7,500.00 Chihuahuan.
can be relied on to knew his
This paper has enlisted master's voice and do his bidding
with the government in the is proof enough to convince every
the one that if they cant elect Bur-sucause of America
period of the war
they have something to
offer just as bad.
--

second-clas-

tor

m

Democrat
Candidates
THE VICTORY TICKET.

For

U. S.

Senator

W. B.

Walton

of

The state daily papers are running some iranntic editorials for
Senator Fall these days. The
funniest argument offered is that
he will help drain the Rio Grande
Valley. Just what good that will
do us and the rest of the 99 percent of the state not in the
swamp created by the seepage
from the Elephant Butte dam,
is hard to figure. If they will
guarantee Fall to increase therain
fall here on the mesa it would go

Grant county.
For Congress Q. A. Richardson of
Chaves county.
For Governor Felix Garcia of Rio
Arriba county.
For Lieutenant Governor Elmer E.
Veeder of San Miguel county.
For Supreme Court R. H. Hanna of
Santa Fe county.
For Attorney General T. J. Mabry of further.
Bernalillo county.
The only place where Fall's
For Secretary ef State Juan J. Duran
record
can possibly be any good
of Union county.
For Superintendent of Schools J. 8. would be when it comes to the
Long of Rooieveit county.
question of the conquest of MexFor State Auditor Marcus C. de Baca
ico which he has so long longed
of Sandaval county.
and the
Far State Treasurer T. W. Medley of for. His properties
Socorro county.
which he has
other holdings
For Land Commissioner
G. A. Davis-- ,
accrued by other adventures
son of Chavez county.
unhappy land, would
For Corporation Commlcsioner
D. J. in that
Finegan of Quay county.
of course, be much enhanced in

Church Directory

This is to warn all hunters to
keep otf my ranch and pasture
a
MB
ai me neaa oi jua Uinta Canyon.
a.

1

1

1

m

m

J. H. SANSBURY. Roy N.
f

UNION SUNDAY

at Christian Chtrrtn.
presence is necessary.

M.

G. R. Abern&THY,.

..

'

Germany ia already aquYalinf. Now
la toa tima to atay with YOUR gov.
ernment.
Don't you believe that
every militarist In Germany If ha war
in the United Statea and had a rota
would vota acalnit the candidates of
the Wilson administration?

It la the same old Bureum story of
the "burning of the books." They say
that C. U. Strong, the treasurer of
Mora county, kept his records at his
home and unfortunately there was a
fire there which destroyed the house
and the records of the treasurer's office and now the traveling auditor
can't audit his books. ' Has a familiar
sound, doesn't it?
The boy over there are helping
Wilson win the war. Holp him over
here by giving him a vote of confidence when you go to tho polls on tho
6th of November. A vote for the administration Is another bullet fired at
HIndenburg and Ludendorff.
Take
Tako
Tako
Take
That

Wm. G. HAYDON,
of Las Vegas.

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

.

Ill

HON. WILLIAM G. HAYDON, OF
LAS VEGAS, DEMOCRATIC NOMI-NE-

E

FOR DISTRICT JUDGE OF
THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
There ia no man better qualified to
fill the District Judge's office in the
Fourth Judicial District than Hon.
William G. Haydon, of Las Vegas. He
has long been resident and successful practicing attorney in the State
of New Mexico, and is familiar with
the laws and CONDITIONS existing
equally to, if not better than any attorney in the district.

Springer is reported to have
several cases of '"Flu"in spite of
her rigid quarantine. We dont
mind being barred out but that
isn't the way we treated her.
A Springer citizen was the first
case of "Flu" in Roy and we
kept him till he wa3 well of it
before sending him home.
,

Mr. Kilmurray is taking the
place of J. L. Swaim at the Roy
Trading Co while Mr. Swaim is

He will make you a judge who is ill
.above political control and influence
while on the Bench.
He will make you a judge who is
impartial to the members of his bar.

with "Flu"

Independence

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

nw

ai

Free

iiMaiaw

tt

mmm

Repair Work 'gSJaST

Rev. Fr.

-

ROY,

Y Pt S. C E,
Mrs. O. W. HEARN, President

Roy Garage

.

and LIVERY

J. B. LUSK
at Law
NEW MEXICO

ROY

,

Col. F.O.WHITE

Save nut shells and fruitH
pits.. They are needed for
making Carbon for Gas- -j
Masks. Bring them to th
Red Cross- room.
-

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and 7:30 p m.

SALESMAN
whose work has always proven SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCUIT
satisfactory, it will make jou
Money toconsdt me before nuk- 1st and 3d Sunday a
at Mosquero,
$.00 P. M
ing youiv SALE DATES.
11 A. M.
at Bradley,
No Sale too Near or too Far.
No Sale too Large or Small,

2nd & 4th SundajS.at. Liberty,, 11 A.M.

Solano, 3, P.
, Pastor,

Office.

an

DRESS MAKING:
Satifection guaranteed.
Write or call on Mrs. F. S.
Pratt, R O. Box 312, Roy, KM.

Best

of. Rewards.

best reward for any faithful

TSe

vork la. the privilege of going on andi
proving our faithfulness with mora.
difficult tasks. Lucy Lnrcom.

IdW SdZlUOJilVA 9TJ

Dr. andl Mrs. EL P. Brown left.
last Tuesday for Portland Oregon
where they will, spend some timeand may locate there
for
the winter. Rev. Frank Pratt
and family have moved to his
farm west of town and will Ike
there- this winter. The Brows s ,
will have the
follow thiem
as soon, as they get located.

-

Bronchial Trouble.

A Beautiful Woman.

Roy

M.

E. LBRA.TT

You ean have SALE BILLS

Lafe Deubler went to the Spanish-AmericSpringer orchards Monday in hi New iEexico.
Ford after a load of apples.

disappears."

11

uctioneer

printed and make dates at the

Mrs. A. E.. Siienbender, Roefcfield
Ind.,, statea; "For an attacks oibron- chial trouble which usually assails me
in the spring I find Chamberlain's
Cough Renredy the only thif.jr tha
gives me relief. After using it for a
few days all signs of I ronchkW trouble

at

Roy Christian
a m and 7:30 p m
2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m
If you want the services of in
Pastor
J. W. WILSON,.
3rd Sunday

Noted, Tried, Experienced Church

A

and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me

Prompt

Miss Lillian Grineb, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M eeny Sunday evening at 7 o'clock..
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Methodist Episcopal Church

Manager.

J. W. BECK,

Attorney

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

Sr00-NewProprietor
Mex.

-

S-- A,

He wishes he had!

Ed Vigil, of De Haven, called
Saturday an presented us a huge
pumpkin in exchange for the
papers he frequently gets from
REFERENCES
Trust and Savings, Bank, our exchange table when he
Roy, N. M comes to town. It weighs over
Citizens State Bank, 50 pounds and he raised it and a
Mills, N. M lot more like it without irrigation
as well as a fine crop of other
things. He is one of the most
successful farmers in the De
Haven community.
-Roy

Do you know
man always has

that a beautiful Wo
a good digestion? If

your digestion is faulty, eat lightly off
meats, and take an occasional doce o?
Chamberlaiu's Tablets to strengthea
yonr digestion. Price 25c.

ar

bill?

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

'

At Reasonable Rates.
'

CB- -

'

e

Landing

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy,.N. M.
Church.

Cars Housed and Cared for

Commerce and Finance, a dyed in
the wool big business paper which op-

Austria-Hungary-

SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunk, Superintedent.

dmvnmmnmrmww mánrmK'iuMfiumnmf'

Aero-Plan- e

Gor-man- y

forward to the
will wash the dishes.

MILLS
at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

3rd Sunday

First Sunday in each montn.
Services 11. A. M., 7.30, P. M.

When you go to the polls this year
you should adjourn partisanship. Remember no consideration but love of

single-heroic-

3,

p.m.

BAPTIST

aa

1

11

PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at

J

poses the President, says in a recent
Issue: "An over subscription of the
Liberty Loan means the early surrender of Germany, because It will bring
her to understand that the wealth of
the United States will be unreservedly used to support the rights that she
had tried to trample on."
Now, If that sort of thing is true
about mere dollars isn't it true about
the spirit and the will to win of the
American people
Of course it is, so
let's read that statement this way:
"An overwhelming
vote of confidence in the Wilson administration
means the early surrender of Germany
because It will bring her to understand that the courage and will of
of the United States will be unreservedly behind the President to
support the rights that she had tried
to trample upon."

at

j

Wood-ro-

J. A. Rose moved onto his
He will make you a judge who will
lay aside politics while on the Bench homestead last Saturday.
and render justice to all alike.
They promised a
ticket under
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Lowell news auspices but clean
He will make you a judge who will
Bursum was temhis
courts.
not have pets in
and L. V. Hogans went to the porary chairman of the Republican
state convention, Uncle Tom Catron
He will make you a judge who will orchards Saturday.
was Its permanent chairman, and
rights
have the laws enforced and the
Spless put Larrazolo across,
Miss Elizabeth Epps is on the Charley
and liberties of ALL the people alike
aided by Secretary Romero?
The
protected.
sick list.
voice was the voice of Jacob, alt right,,
but the hand was still the hand of
He Is not a politician, but a clean
upright gentleman, and an able lawSteve Lowell is working for Esau.
yer.
F. E. Epps,
If that was true in 1S98, why
It
He is the man to support and elect,
Miss Ruth Robertson was the not true now? Tho Democrats of the'
. - rii ii. ,m
f guest of her sister Mrs. J. F. nation are willing to accept, aa a slogan why the people should give a vote
Registration
Everett Wednesday.
of confidence in President Wlleon. the
very argument which
The Registration Beard for Precinct Independence School opened Oct Harrison and
Roosevelt
33, Roy, will be in session at the ofiice
used in behalf of a Republican war- ad'
Banks,
teacher.
Frank
Mrs.
21st
on
now
of W. H. Willcox, in Roy from
ministration.
to October 23th. You must be regisIn Wood-roIf a votevof
Miss Mary Dukeminier went
tered to avoid trouble at the election
Wilson brings a gleam of hope to
this fall. See that your name is on to Texas Valley Sunday where the Huns, If it serves to make them
ard to the registration of newcomers,
the war a single day, If It
she will be principal of the School prolong
serves to cost the life of a
with Miss Ploma Triplett teacher
brave American boy which
grades,. Many could have been spared, If the peopie
lower
the
of
in
sincere
was
Felix Garcia
of this nation, by standing by the ad1
success. .
wanting to be left alone on his friends wish them
ministration served notice that
is to be beaten and crushed; liranch producing beef for the U.
Tuesvioitpd
a
a i,i.:i efM-ii.
.
v
not
worth it?
nail
lt
owlu
neglect
S. Army rather than
A vote of confidence fn Wilson will
and many farmers lost
night
day
that duty to remain at the State a large percent of their beans shorten the war and save our soldiers''
,
lives.
Tinnso:
as Governor. It is a
were sun in me ueiu.
which
advantage
political
any
Can
ambi
worthy and commendable
on a par with that? Can yow
We hoDe he doss not
tinn.
Robert Carpenter and Roy afford to take the chance of voting
nezlect his ranch when he is Jones motored to Roy Sunday the Republican ticket, prolonging tin-wand increasing the casualty list of
pW.ted. The fact that Elmer evening.
American soldiers?
VfipAer will be elected Lieuteane
A party in honor of Miss Opal
Governor insures the office will
Do you know that Senator Fatl did
be well attended to without too Everett was given at the home NOT votem the resolution declaring
Mr and Mrs. H. A. Hawkins war on
trreat asacrifice.
Do you know that Senator Fall did
Thi3 was an ideal case of the Friday night where the young NOT vote on the food control bill un
office seeking the man and draft people had a fine time. Miss der which Mr. Hoover has accomreing him into it. The Governors Everett goes to teacn scncoi plished successful and marvelous
sults?
office needs a MAN, not a crook- near Pasamonte.
Do you know that Senator Fair did
It needs honest
NOT vote on the amendment proposed politician.
The Stork visited the home of ing nation-widprohibition by" consti.administration, not Prostitution
ThursB.
Johnson
amendment?
tutional
Mr. andMrs.R
to the cause of political persecuDo .you know that Senator Fall did
day night and left a baby girl. NOT vote on the act establishing the
retion of democrats and the
The parents and seven bi others war finnnce corporation?
This
warding of henchmen.
Do you know that Senator Fall did
little sister, and look
method belongs down in old welcome
vote on the great water power
NOT
she
when
time
Mexico and should not be

Sunday of eacb
a. m. 8,08PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a, m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
2d

Services

mont&

i

Victory ticket.

Judge Haydon

Supt,

ROY
.

ROY GARAGE, Agents,

GERM out of Germany,
HUN out of Hungary,
BULL out of Bulgaria,
GOBBLE out of Turkey,
Is tho way to win the war.

Germany is trying to quit now while
there is still a chance that the quitting Is good. But if this is the time
Germany thinks the war ought to quit,
then it is precisely the wrong time for
the United States. to decide to quit.
Back up Wilson by your vote and show
the world that America demands unconditional surrender, nothing less,
from the Hun.

Your

CHRISTIAN

Have you seen the Ford Model T One TonlJ
Truck Chassis? It is, we believe, the greatest
servant ever offered the American people. A"
strong Vanadium Steel frame with the regular
Ford motor,
this
and a direct worm drive,
truck will be among motor trucks just what
the Ford is among all motor cars: the supreme
value from point of effective service and low
cost of operation and maintenance.
The Ford
One Ton Truck Chassis Í3 $550. f.o.b. Detroit.
We'll assist buyers on the body question."
Come in and let's talk it over.

the
the
the
the

How?
By voting your confidence in
Wilson.

SCHOOL

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M

value if the U. S. would assume
country, better citizenship, higher
the trouble and expense of mak- Idéala
and justice to aH people. If
ing them safe. A majority of you do you cannot fall to vote for men
the soldiers and tax payers of the who will uphold in Congress the greatest exemplar of those ideals, Wood-roU. S. dont happen to have mines
Wilson, the commander-in-chie- f
of
in old Mexico.
our victory winning armies. Vote the

For Judg 4th District

I

SPANISH-AMERICA- N

Roy Telephone Co.
Gifstrap Bro's, Prop's

?

David Le Doux, one of the
oldest of the old settlers on- this
mesa called Saturday and ordered
the
for a year. He is not
in sympathy with us politically
but likes our local news service
well enough to overlook it.
-

S--

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.
PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exchange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

D. P. Upton went to Dawson,
Saturday.
He orders the
sent to him there for six months
and expects to remain there for
that time. His brother Hiram,
will look after the ranches in La
Cinta.
S--

TMf
CHAPTER 103, LAWS OF 1917
sinking fund, for payment
to create
An Act authorizing the construction of
we
merecí.
oi
principal
and addition to the Capitol Building
sec. 9. To provide for the payment
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, making of the interest on the nonds issued
an appropriation therefor and pro- pursuant to this act there shall be and
viding bonded indebtedness for the there is hereby, imposed and levied
payment vt the same, and to create during each year any of said bonds
a commission with authority to con- shall be outstanding on all property In
struct and complete such addition. the state subject to taxation for state
Committee Sub. for H. B. No. 56; ap- purposes, an annual tax sufficient to
proved March 13, 1917.
produce a sum equal to one year's inBe it enacted by the Legislature of terest on all such bonds then outstand
the State of New Mexico:
ing, less the amount in the state treas
Section 1. That for the purpose of ury received by way of income, from
constructing and completing an addi the land belonging to the state granttion to the present Capitol Building at ed by Act of Congress as stated in
Santa fe, New Mexico, the Governor Section 8 hereof; and to provide a sink
shall appoint three reputable citizens ing fund for the payment of the prinif New Mexico, not more than two of cipal of said bonds the State Treaswhom shall belong to the same politi
urer shall retain and use ror such
cal party, as a commission, with full purpose all the proceeds derived from
power and authority to employ an ar- the sale of the land so granted to the
chitect, and to let contracts for the state for the purpose in this act staterection of such building to the lowest ed, which said proceeds, or so much
and best responsible bidder, upon thir- thereof as may be necessary, shall be
ty days published notice, letting the applied exclusively towards the paysame in one entire contract, or por ment of the principal of the bonds autions thereof to different contractors, thorized by this act; and to further
as in the judgment of the commis provide for a sinking fund for the resion may be most advisable.
demption of said bonds there shall be
Sec. 2. It shall be unlawful for any and there is hereby imposed and levied
member of such commission to become during each year after any of said
or be, directly or indirectly, interested bonds shall have run for ten years,
in any contract so lot, or to make any after date thereof, during each year
profit, directly or indirectly, out of any any said bonds are outstanding an ansuch contract or to furnish or supply nual tax on all property in the state
directly or indirectly, any labor, ma- subject to taxation for state purposes,
terial or other commodity used in and sufficient in addition to moneys deabout completing any such contract rived from the sale of said lands and
or contracts, the members of such held for such purpose, to pay tho princommission shall be paid their actual cipal of the said bonds at maturity.
and necessary expenses incurred by
Sec. 10. That the taxes for the
them in and about such work, bu. shall payment of the interest and ultimate
receive no further, other or additional redemption and payment of said bonds,
compensation.
shall be levied and collected at the
Sec. 3 There is hereby appropriated same time and in the same manner
out of the state treasury the sum of
taxes are levied and collected
two hundred thousand ($200,000) do- in the state for other purposes, which
llars, or so much thereof as may be funds provided for Uie redemption ol
necessary for the purpose of paying said bonds shall be kept separate in
for the construction and completion a fund for that purpose by the State
of said building, said fund to be avail
able upon the sale of the bonds here
Sec. 11. The said Capitol Building
inafter provided for.
Addition shall be not less than two
Sec. 4. For the purpose of provio stories high, not less than one huning funds for the erection of said ad dred and fifty feet long ind seventy-fiv- e
dition to the Capitol Building, there is
feet wide, and shall be erected at
hereby authorized and created a bond' the south end of the present Capitol
d indebtedness of the State of New Building, and not more than fifty feet
Mexico in the sum of two hundred distant therefrom, and shall be so arthousand ($200,000) dollars, and there ranged that the light in the second
shall be issued two hundred (200) story of the present Capitol Building
bonds of the denomination of one shall not be shut off, and such addithousand ($1,000) dollars each. Said tion shall be so arranged that it may
bonds Bhall bear interest at the rate be heated from the heating plant sup
per cent per an plying; the present Capitol Building
of four and
num, which said interest shall be pay- and such addition shall be connected
in gold coin, or its with the present Capitol Building or
able
equivalent in lawful money of the the ground floor by a passageway
United States, on the first day of July properly constructed, according to the
and the first day of January of each plans and specifications of the archiyear at the office of the State Treas- tect, and said addition shall be as neat
urer of the State of New Mexico. The fireproof as it is possible to make it
principal of said bonds shall be made and when completed shall be occupied
payable to the bearer in gold coin, or by the State Library, State Supreme
its equivalent in lawful money of the Court and all offices connected thereUnited States, thirty years after their with, and the Attorney General.
date, and it shall be provided by said
Sec. 12. The said commission shall
bonds that they may be redeemed at have full power and authority to do
the option of the state at any time af- any and all acts deemed necessary
ter ten years from their date. The said and proper in and about the construcbonds shall state when and where pay tion of said building, the determinaable, rate of interest, and when and tion, and adoption of plans therefot
where the interest shall be payable, and the arrangement thereof, and shall
and shall be signed by the Treasurer draw its voucher in the proper form
and Governor, and shall be attested by for the payment of all indebtedness
the Secretary of State and bear the contracted in and tfbout said work and
seal of the state and shall be known as building on the State Auditor, and the
the "Capitol Addition Building Bonds." State Auditor shall draw his warrant
The faith and credit of the state is on the State Treasurer for the payhereby pledged for the prompt pay- ment, and the State Treasurer shall
ment of said bonds and the interest pay the same on presentation thereol
thereon as herein provided. If the out of tho funds realized from the sale
state shall elect to exercise its right of said bonds hereby authorized.
,,
to redeem any of said bonds after ten
Sec. 13. The members of such comyears from their date and in advance mission shall qualify by taking the
of maturity, notice thereof shall be oath required by other state officers
given by publication by the State and shall hold their offices until the
Treasurer, in a newspaper published completion of said addition unless rein Santa Fe, New Mexico, once a week moved, for cause, by the Governor,
for four successive weeks next prior and in case any vacancy shall occur
to the date fixed for redemption, and in said commission, the Governor of
if a bond so called for redemption be the state shall fill such vacancy in the
not presented at the time requested 3ame manner as other vacancies in
it shall cease to bear interest from state offices are filled. When such
and after tho date so fixed for re- building is completed the architect emdemption.
ployed by such commission shall hie
See. 5. Inieies'; coupons shall be with the Secretary of State copies of
attached to the said bonds and the the plans and specifications for said
said coupons shall be consecutively building; and when said building is
numbered and shall specify the num- completed, it shall be inspected by the
ber of the bond to which they are at- Governor ,State Auditor and State
tached, and shall be attested by the Treasurer, and if found to be in aclithographed or engraved fac simile cordance with the plans and specifisignature of the State Treasurer.
cations, it shall be accepted.
Sec. 6. The State Treasurer, when
Sec. 14. This act shall be submitted
the bonds authorized by this act to be to the people of the State of New
issued, shall have been signed, coun- Mexico for their ratification at the
tersigned, endorsed and sealed as in next general election to be held in the
this act provided, shall sell the same month of November, A. D., 1918, and
to the highest and best bidder, for all ballots at said election shall have
cash, upon sealed bids, at not less than printed thereon and at the end thereof
par and accrued interest. Notice of the words "For the Capitol Addition
such proposed sale shall be given by Bond Issue," and in a separate line
the State Treasurer, by publication, in- under the same, the words "Against
viting sealed proposals thereon, at a the Capitol Addition Bond Issue.", Opday and hour stated therein, which posite said lines there shall be a square
said notice shall be published once a in which the voters may make or
week for three weeks in some news- stamp a cross to indicate whether they
paper published in the State of New vote for or against this act and sad
Mexico, and a like notice published in bond issue, and those voting for this
some financial journal in the City of act and said bond issue, and those
New York, the last insertion of such voting for this act and said bond isnotice shall be made not less than sue shall do so by placing a cross m
seven days before such data so fixed the square opposite Uie words i or
for such sale.
the Capitol Addition Bond Issue, 'and
(75) of said those voting against the said bond isSec. 7. Seventy-fiv- e
bonds shall bear date the 30th day of sue, shall do so by placing a cross in
the words
(75) the square
opposite
November, 1918, and seventy-fiv- e
of said bonds shall bear dato the 31st "Against the Capitol Addition Bond
day of May, 1919, and fifty (50) of said Issue"
bonds shall bear date December 31st,
Sec. 15. The votes cast for and
1919. All of said bonds shall be sold against said bond issue shall be countat the same time and shall be issued ed, returned, canvassed and declared
and delivered at the times and in the in the same manner and subject to the
amounts as specified in this act, and same rules as votes cast for state ofthe proceeds realized from the sale of ficers, and, if it appears that this act
said bonds shall be turned over to the shall have received a majority of all
State Treasurer to be kept by him in the votes cast for arid against it at
a separate fund for the purpose of the such election aforesaid, then the fame
construction, furnishing, equipping and shall go into effect upon publication
completing said Capitol Building Ad- of the certificate of the Secretary of
dition.
State declaring the result of the vote
Sec. 8. That to pay tho interest on thereof.
Sec. 16. It shall be the duty of the
said bonds as it shall become due, the
act
State Auditor and tho State Treasurer Secretary of State to haveonethisnewsshall "transfer to the interest fund, published oncd a week inone be pubwhich shall be used exclusively for paper in each county, if
state
such purpose, all the income derived lished therein, throughout the.
the
from lands belonging to the state for four weeks next preceding
which were ganted to the state by Act general election to be held in the
1918. The
of Congress, entitled "An Act to en- month of November, A. D.,
be paid out
shall
form
to
publication
Mexico
New
of
of
people
cost
able the
funds, in
a Constitution and state government of the interest on deposits
and be admitted into the Union on an the hands of the State Treasurer.
Sec. 17. All acts and, parts of acts
equal footing with the original states,
approved June 20th, 1910." "For Leg- in conflict with the provisions of this
islative, Executive and Judicial pub- act are hereby repealed.
lic buildings heretofore erected in said
The publication of this act has been
Territory, or to be hereafter erected
Secretary of State
in the proposed states, and for pay- ordered by me as
16 of the
ment of the bonds heretofore or here- in accordance with Section
inwhich
therefor,"
sajd
same.
issued
after
come shall be applied toward the liquid
ANTONIO LUCERO.-l4- t
Secretary of State.
ation of the interest en said bonds, and
one-ha-

semi-annual- ly

lf
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.NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M, Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton New Mexico.
Oct 7, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
1918
Oct 7.
Notice is hereby given that
Chester A. Green, of
Roy, Mora county, N. M., who on .
Arthur W. Farris of Roy, New Mex,
Aug. 3, 1915
made Homestead who on May.8,1915 mde HE no.OI9271
Entry No, 020631 for Lota 3, 4, Sec, 4 for SEi
Section
& Si-NLots
Section 5 11 Twp 20 N, R 27 E. NMPM has
Township 18 N Range 25 E, N. M. P. filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish' claim to the
Meridian has filled
,
notice of intention to make Final Three land above described, before
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the F. H. Foster, U.S Commissioner a
1918.
land above described, before F. H. Roy New Mexico on Nov 18
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his ofClaimant names as witnesses:
fice in Roy, N. M, on Nov. 11, 1918
R. W. Boulwsre
Joe Mitchell
Claimant names as witnesses: Hen-Da- George Mitchell ...
CO HoSkins
Leandro Archuleta 11-Laumbach,
All of Roy, New Mexico
"
P R Harris
Sylvestre Torres
PAZ VALVERDE
11-- 9
All of Roy New Mexico
Register
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
O
Ei

.Manota!

.

n.

y

I

9

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Oct. 7, 1918
October.7 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Notice is hereby given that Oliver
8 Dietterich. of Roy, N. M. Who, Refugio U.de Perea , of Gallegos, NM.
ón Augl7,1915made II. E. No 020701 for who on Aug. 14th 1915, made II K no
J
Sec. 26, 020109 fur NWlSec,0, T 17N, Rng30E
NWlSec. 35, Twp. N. M. P, M., has filed notice of intention to make three year proof, to es20N. Rng.25E
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of tablish claim to the land above described before W H Willcox. U. S.
intention to make Final three-yea- r
Proof, to establish claim to the land Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
above described before bis cwmand- - Oct. 18 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
ing Officer in the U. S. Army aud his
Jose Matia Muniz IVecopio Archuleta
witnesses
N, M.
Mosquro,
before F. II. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the Tiofilo Willcox
Encarnación Sandoval
9
Gallegos, watrous, New Mexico
11th day of Nov. 1918.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gilbert Leach Irvin Ogden, Sr.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Geo. H. Ray
Frank Aldeis
SEi-NW-

M

'

11--
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Buy your
'UBEMY BOmTodcar.

THEM TILL IT HURTS AND WHEN YOU
FEEL SATISFIED THAT YOU HAVE DONE YOUR
SHARE, THINK OF THE BOYS "OVER, THERE"
LIVES-TH- EN
EVEN
THEIR
EVERYTHING.
GIVING
SHOW VTHE STUFF"THAT YOU ARE MADE
OF AND BUY MORE LIBERTY BONDS.
LIBERTY BONDS ARE THE SAFEST INVESTMENT1
AT
IN THE WHOLK. WORLD AND PAY INTEREST
BUY

Wl-SE- i:

i;

n

si

,

H

1- -4

BUY

PERCENT

SEMI-ANNUA-

LIBERTY

YOUR

LLY.

WE ADD 5 PERCENT INTEREST ON
DEPOSITS.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Oct.
7, 1918
Notice is Department of The Interior, U. S.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
hereby given that . Floreuclo Gouzales
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
September 24, 1918.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Garcia, of Mosquero, N, Mex, who on
Oot; 8. 1015, made HE. No. 021002 for
Notice is hereby given that Sam
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Tyler, of Roy, Mora County, New MexNEi-NWi;
Sec. 26,
Oct. 7 1918
ico, who, on January 2nd, 1915, made
Section 23,
and
Notice is hereby given that
Homestead Entry, No. 019114, for Se
E0E
Range
17N.
Township
N.M.P,
Arthur G. Burleson of Roy New Mex
Section 25,
M, Section 24, and Ne
who on March 18th 1915 made Home Meridian, has filed notice of intention Township 18N, Range 25E. N. M. P.
to make three year final proof to estab M., has filed notice of intention to
stead Entry No 019619 for SE
Township 21 N Range 27K N. M. P, tish claim to the land above described make Final Three Year Proof, to estab
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention before W. H. Willcox, U.S. com, Roy lish claim to the land above describtoraake three Year Proof, to establish N M on the 18th day of Nov. 1918. ed, before CLAIMANT before Frederick H. Drake, U. S. Commissioner,
Claimant names as witnesses:
claim to the land above described, beTrinidad Sanchez at his office in Portland, Oregon.
fore F. H. Foster U S Commissioner Silverio Maestas
Witness before F. H. Foster, U. S.
MarcelinoPadilla
Marcelino Cordova Commissioner,
at Roy N. M. on Nov. 11 1918.
at his office in Roy,
Gallegos,
New Mexico
All of
Claimant names as witnesses:
New Mexico, on the 4th day of NoSamuel Bland
PAZ VALVERDE,
Carl C Nugen
vember, 1918.
C E Kidd,
B F Emerson
9
Register
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. Waldo Morris, Florence Wright,
All of Roy New Mexico
Dean Tyler, A, J. Smith, all of Roy,
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
New Mexico,
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF ACPAZ VALVERDE,
TION.
Register
Management,
Statement oi Ownership,
In the District Court Thereof, Fourth
Circulation, Etc., of
Judicial District
THE SPANISH AMERICAN publish- STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
Keep Out the Dust
ed weekly at Roy, New Mexico,
ITnve window shades that will run
Oct 1st, 1918.
)
County of Mora
np and down over your pantry shelves
Publisher, editor, managing editor Frank Webb, Trustee, Plaintiff,
and a lot of dust will h saved.
and business manager, and owner, Irvin Ogden, Sr., Roy, New Mexico.
NOTICE I OK PUBLICATION
Mortgagees Roy Trust and Sav- Charlea B. Coffman, A. C. Meiklo
ings Bank, Roy, N. M.
and J. C. Meikle,
as
Department of The Interior, U. S.
Average circulation for past six Meiklo Brothers,
Defendants.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
600
copies
per week.
months
September 24, 1918.
2558
No.
Signed:
IRVIN OGDEN, Sr.,
Notice is hereby given that John J.
Publisher.
The above named defendants, A. C. Taylor, of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, who on September 8th, 1914,
Meikle
and J. C. Meikle,
to
Sworn
and subscribed before me
as Meikle Brothers, are hereby noti- made Homestead Entry No. 017969, for
5th day of Oct. 1918.
this
fied that the above entitled action has Se4 Sett, Section 7, Sw4, Swtt Nw
(Seal)
F. H. FOSTER.
Nwtt, Section
been commenced by the above named Í4, Section 8, and N
Justice of the Peace.
plaintiff against the above named de- 17, Township 19N, Range 26E, N. M.
fendants, Charles B. Coffman, A. C. P. M, has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof, to estab
Meikle and J. C. Meikle,
as Meikle Brothers, said action being lish claim to the land above described,
FOR SALE: -- A good quarter for the foreclosure of a trust deed the before F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissionsection homestead near Solano, general objects of which action are er, at his office in Roy, New Mexico,
recover from the defendant, Charles on the 4th day of November, 1918.
at a bargain price. Ask about to
Claimant names as witnesses:
B. Coffman, the sum of One Thousand
Office,.
W. H. Baum, Clarence Leffler, M.
it at the S-0
and
Dollars, with interest there
on from the 9th day of July, 1916 at N. Baker, Earl Baum, all of Roy, New
the rate of ten per centum and for in- Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,
terest on the different installments of
Register.
interest from the date of the maturity
of the same at the rate of one per
centum per month; for ten per centum
of the amount of principal and inter2 East 1 North of Mills
est accrued as attorney's fees, and for
&
decree against all the defendants
C. U. Strong, County Treasurer,
foreclosing a trust deed upon and
against the following described real
10 am.
property, situate, lying and being in
J:

SE1-SW-

J,

11--

11-- 9

1

A.

1

no-10-

Public Sale

11--

2

Thurs. Oct. 24th,
Horses and Mules
Cattle, mUk cows and W-Farm Machinery,
Household Goods, Harness,
5 dozen Laying Hens,
'
Corn, Millet, Potatoes,
4
19

Usual Terms, 14 months,

J.

C.

Robeirtson,

COL. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer.
Lunch Will Be Served on the Grounds

The numerous changes in our
mailing list of late makes the
care of it a burden and offers
more opportunity for error. If
you find any error in your subscription please advise us. It
took 75 changes to revise it to
date last week.

Mora county, New Mexico,

OR 12 MONTHS

TIME

Our new teacher, Miss DePew
with Mrs. Don Brad

is boarding
ley.

Arthur Hazen run a pitchfork
thru his foot. He is getting better.
Í3
The Hughes
in this community, this week.
bean-thresh-

er

We one and all gladly welcome
our new minister, Rev. Pratt,.

Frank Heimann motored

The North Half of the Northwest
Quarter, the North Half of the North

east Quarter and the Southwest Quarter of the Northwest Quarter of Section Twelve, and the South Half of
the Northeast Quarter and the North
west Quarter of the Southeast Quarter of Section Eleven, Township
North. Range Twenty Five,
East of the Now Mexico Principal Me
ridian.
And decreeing the sale of the above
described real property, the proceeds
to be applied towards the payment of
the amount due planum, ana cost3.
Twen-tv-On-

enrollment at School
with 8 new byildins, new teacher new seat3 and all new equipA large

ment.
Mr. O'Neal left Monday for
the mountains to work.

Tony Heimann is again on the
sick list.

Frank Heimann is still suffer
ing from infection in his injured
hand.
Bradley has recent
ly received, letters from her
sons in Frauce. They are fond
of the country as well as soldier
Mrs. W. R.

life.

a block-- 12
FOR SALE:-H- alf
Lots in J Floersheim's Addition
to Roy, next street east of Mr.
Most
residence.
Floersheim's
desirable building site in town.- A bargain, See
CHARLES DEPEW Roy, N.M

Tom.

J. Taylor, Abstractor

Mora, New México
Complete Index to All Land3 and Town Property in
Mora County.
Titles to Lands In the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

e.

And said defendants. A. C. Meikle
as Meikle
and J. C. Meikle,
Brothers, are further notified that un-

less they enter their appearance herein on or before the 25th day of November, 1918, judgment will be rendered against them, and each of them,
by default.
That the name and postofiice address of plaintiff's attorney is W. R.
Holly, Springer, New Mexico.

WITNESS, my hand and tho seal of
FOR SALE: -- 200 shocks of good
said court at Mora, Mora county, New
corn, Some good work mares Mexico, th3 10th day of September,
and young Mules.
PEDRO A. ORTEGA,
'
1918.
W. A. DeFORCE, (Seal)
Clerk of Said Court.
'
7 miles east of Mills, N. M.
By Thos. G. Kain, Deputy.

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENTS
Al
y

Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accuror
Your Businwss Kespeotlully Solicited

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines

'

,

Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

to

Springer this week.

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

t:

I

BRADLEY

Register.

wJ-NW-

G

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

All of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
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US.

BONDS FROM

N. Mex.

THE

,

All EPITOME OF

condensed

record op

the

progress op Events at . ;
"
home and abroad. " '

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINQS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND PEARS OF MANKIND.

Wtra N.wtpapr Union Nw

"

FOREIGN

LATE UVE ÍIEWS

Reports show that Roulers and
Thourout were destroyed by fire.
Prince Frederick Charles of Hesse
has been elected king of Finland by
the Finnish Jandtag.'
, t "
A party of American editors, who
sailed Sept. 26 as the guests of the
ministry of Information, liave arrived
safely at a British port': .
Navigation on the Yukon river has
closed for.the winter, Every steamer
leaving Dawson is crowded with Klondike residents bound outside.
Flight Lieut. Fritz Rumey! of the
German army, who claimed forty-fou- r
str victories, has been killnd, according to the Lokal Aniclger of Berlin.
A Berne dispatch to the Daily News
caid It Is understood that the Turkish
cabinet has fallen. The dispatch said
there is great excitement in Constan.

í

Writing in the London Daily News,
ABOUT THE WAR
Cambral has fallen and the British Gen. Sir Frederick Maurice declared
that since the second battle of the
are now well to the east.
Marne the Germans have lost 200
The French have captured
the Paris war office an- In prisoners and have suffered casualties totaling 1,000,000 men.
nounces.
Vienna and Budapest newspapers inThe Germans, are evacuating the
Chemln Des Dames under the con- terpret the ministerial changes at Constantinople as preparation to surrenverging attacks south and west of it
The German lines behind Laon, be- der. It Is reported that Turkey will
tween the rivers Serre and SIssonne, give a guarantee of her good faith by
have been turned, making the German opening the Dardanelles.
In 1914 the population of France was
situation in the Laon area inoet dlffir
89,500,000, and at the beginning of the
cult.
On the River Meuse, northwest of war the excess of births over deaths
Verdun, the Americans have cleared was about 50,000 annually. In 1916 the
out a little pocket in the direction of deaths in the civilian population togivry which has held them up a long taled 700,000, and in the military
forces 400,000, a total of 1.100,000.
time.
In addition to the thousands of BulAmerican troops, operating with the
British on the front southeast of Cam- garians made prisoner during the allied advance in Serbia and Bulgaria,
bral, completed the capture of
and St Souplet, Field Mar- 55,000 more have surrendered in acshal Halg announced in his official cordance with the clause of the armistice convention under which all Bulstatement
garian troops west of Uskub were to
In the Champagne the French and
as prisoners.
surrender
Americans, Joining hands north of the
Discussing the ultimate peace terms,
Argonne in the Grand Pre gap, have
oocupied the Grand Pre station, while the London newspapers refer with Inpatrols are said to have entered that dignation to the outrages still persisted in by the retreating Germans
town itself.
reparation
Le Cateau, the Important junction and unanimously demand
point twelve miles southeast of Cam- and punishment for these latest
outrages
bral, represented Thursday night the crimes, as well as for other
during
war..
the
committed
point of deepest penetration by the alInvestigation by the dominion police
lied troops.
The British were the
has revealed that revolutionary assomasters of it.
American forces struck the German ciations have been formed In at least
lines just east of the Argonne forest twenty industrial centers throughout
Canada, according to a statement by
They captured the villages of
C.
H. Cahn, director of public safety.
Chevleres and Marcq. The
ridge of Dame Marie was stormed aft- These organizations are carrying on
er hard fighting. More than 1,000 pris- active propaganda seeking to organize
oners were taken. These include one Socialists and foreign elements In favor of an international peace at any
colonel and two battalion staffs.
price, he declared.
In Macedonia the Italians and Serbs
troops to SPORT
are still forcing
Seventy-fivfootball men are out
retire in Albania and Serbia, while in
Palestine the British have driven the dally for football practice at the University of Utah.
. Turks more than thirty miles north
of Damascus.. Reports are to the efLieut Jefferson Hayes Davlo, grandfect that the Turkish cabinet has re- son or the president of the Southern
signed and that the Turks have sent Confederacy, who is in the aviation
delegates to Greece to talk peace.
corps In France, recently fell 1,500 feet
On the wings of necessity the Ger- and was uninjured.
mans are flying eastward from their
The boxing bout between RItchey
old battle positions from Douai to La Mitchell, Milwaukee, and Sailor Freed-man- ,
Fere and northward from La Fere to
Chicago, scheduled for Milwauthe Meuse river. Their flight is to- kee, was postponed Indefinitely on acward some haven of safety from the count of the order closing places of
talons of the allltd hawks which ev- amusement because of Spanish Influerywhere are menacing them. Mean- enza.
while there have been sent broadcast
GENERAL
further reports that Austria-HungarAn influenza epidemic which startand Turkey, seeing that the trend of
vents spells ultimate defeat, have in- ed at Perth Araboy, N. J., among refugees from the shell plant explosion at
formed Germany that they will accept
Morgan has spread until there are
President Wilson's peace terms.
5,000 cases.
WESTERN
During last week the allies captured
"Unconditional surrender" is the an- more than 15,500 prisoners, It was esswer of the American press to the ap- timated Friday. Their total captures
peal for peace made by Austria and since July 18 now amount to more
Germany.
than 500,000.
Railroad employes of the central
Secretary of State Lansing, in an
Western region are responding splen- address at Auburn, N. Y., declared
didly to Uncle Sara's offer of Liberty this period of the war to be the "beBonds for cash. Of 205,378, a report ginning of the end." He spoke at a
Just Issued shows that 63 per cent dinner In celebration of the one hunhave subscribed to $18,370,340 worth dredth anniversary of Auburn Theoof bonds up to Oct 7. This averages logical Seminary.
$89 for each subscriber.
Thirty-fivbodies have been taken
All trains will lose one hour when from the ruins of the T. A. Gillespie
the clocks are set back one hour on Loading Company plant at Morgan, N.
Oct 28, according to an announcement J., destroyed by explosions.
from railroad men.
During fifteen successive days recently the British artillery hurled
Advices to the University of Colothart 10,000 tons of shells a day
rado at Boulder are that two former more
upon the enemy, according to a statestudents have been killed in action. ment by Winston Spencer Churchill,
One is Miles Jain of Claypool, Wyo.,
the minister of munitions at London.
who joined the marines at Mare Island
Between 1,100 and 1,200 lives were
in 1917, killed in action Sept 15, and lost in the sinking of three vessels by
the other is Lieut Edwin V. Evans of
reported Oct. 10. From the
Des Moines, one of the college athTlconderoga, a ship in the United
letes of bis time.
States transport service, 240 perished;
600 were drowned from the Leinster,
WASHINGTON
Indefinite continuation of the "day- In the British mall service, while 300
light saving" plan is proposed in a were lost from the Japanese steamship
bill introduced by Senator Calder of Horano Maru, bound from a British
port to Japan,
New York.
An American bombing expedition,
Increasing war demands caused the
war industries board to announce fur- consisting of more than 350 machines,
tons of explosives
ther curtailment of Industries to con- dropped thirty-twin the area
cantonments
on
German
serve labor, fuel and' transportation.
Wavrille and Damvillers,
Regulations under which officers between
about twelve miles north of Verdun.
and men of the army stationed in The bombing machines were given
home camps may vote in primary or splendid protection during the aerial
general elections of their states were battle which took place during the opannounced by Acting Secretary Crow-el- eration.
Twelve enemy machines
were deftrüyed.
American troops sent overseas have
The following names, of Americans
passed the 1,900,000 mark. General appear in overseas casualties list:
March announced, coupling his stateWounded: H. A. Childs, Berkeley,
ment with an urgent appeal to the Cal.; J. W. Lane, Pagosa Springs,
country to support the Fourth Liberty Colo.; R. D. Culver, Ixs Angeles; W.
Loan.
H. Greed. Seattle; S. B. Clarke, Los
At least 372 American . soldiers are Angeles; R. A. Lloyd, Portland, Ore.;
believed to have been lost as the re- J. O'Brien, Oakland, Cal.
sult of the sinking of the transport
Vienna newspapers received at
Otranto in the north channel between Basel, Switzerland, state that Gerthe Scottish and Irish coasts in a col- many and Austria are in perfect aclision with the steamer Kashmir. The cord regarding the evacuation of ocOtranto after the collision was dashed cupied territory, and that pour parto pieces on the rocks off the soui
lors followed immediately the receipt
Scottish coast.
f President Wilson's note.
Berry-Au-Ba-
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good
10.00011.
Helfera, prima
1.60f10.tS
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Cowa. fat, good to cholea..
Cowa, fair to good..
7.60 W M0
Cowa, medium to fair
6.60U 7.76
("own, cannara
6.00'í t 60
Bulla
100 0 7.90
V.al calvas
1.0012.00
Feed. ra. good ta cholea.... 10.0011.26
60
Í.75W
lair to good
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Stock era. good to cholea... 1.60
I.O0Ú 1.60
Htookora. talr to good
7.76
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Own Experience.
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Kast Las Vegas has girl messengers.
Springer . fanners , report . bumper
'
crop of pinto beana..
Merino farmers are cutting their
j
fourth crop of alfalfa.
The Deming cannery will turn out
300,000 cans of tomatoes.
Work on new barracks at the State
College Is proceeding rapidly.
Fifty convicts will be placed at work
road. ' '
oft the
While at work in the mine at Allison, Dan Allison was accidentally
,

LONDON BELIEVES REPLY
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NERVOUSNESS

New México

as hohenzollern3 observe
no Principle but force
'"
and
self-interes-

cholos

14.00OlM
Fat ataora, granara, good
to cholea
lI.SO01l.sO
Fat atoara, graaaara, fair to

Good

!
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Pithy News Items

a

;

"I

waa all rmv
Piwrldenee, R. L
down in health, was nervous, had head- acnes, my DacK
ached all the time.
I waa tired and had
no ambition for any.
thine- - I had take
a number oí medí
cines which did me
no good. One day
I read about Lydiav
E. Plnkham'a Vegetable Compound and
what it bad done for
women, SO I tried
My nervousness
and backache and
headaches disappeared.
I gained ia
weight and feel fine to I can honestly
recommend Lydla E. Pinkhara'a Vegetable Compound to any woman who ia
Mia. Adelinb B,
suffering as I waa.
Lynch, 100 Plain St, Providence, R. L
Backache and nervousness are symptoms or nature s warnings, which indicate a functional disturbance or an.
unhealthy condition which often develops inte a more serious ailment
Women In this condition should not.
continua to drag along without help, but
profit by Mrs. Lynch experience, and
try this famous root and herb remedy,

it

killed.
14. Whatever
Oct.
miles bf
Contract let for twenty-on- e
Lamba, fat
.I14.00?16.00 promises Germany may make to the federal road at Tucumcari to cost
10.0013.00
Lamba, feeders
United States and her allies, they can102,14S.
25
.'i
1.60
Kwes
6.00W 7.00 not serve as a basis for an armistice
Ewes, cannora
Announcement of the Issuance of a
12.76
Yearling
12.00i
as pardon to Benito Lovato was made at
11.00d12.00 or (or peace negotiations as long
Wetheia
the Hohenzollerns and the system Of tho executive offices,
Ha? and Ural Market.
government they represent remain in
hours'
(F. U. b. Denver. Carload í'rlce.)
Three fires In forty-eigh- t
power, it was indicated In high offi time in Tucumcari In a week have reHar.
Buying l'ricea.
Colorado, Upland, per ton . .$28.00 (f 24.00 cial circles here Sunday. This, in ef sulted in the setting on foot of an inNebraska upland, per ton. 2 1.004? 23.00 fect, is expected to be the reply of vestigation by the authorities.
j
Prairie hay, Colorado and
20.00021.0
reply
Nebraska, per ton
county boy figGermany's
Wilson
Bernalillo
President
to
Another
2i.O0j'26.00
Timothy, per ton
20.0022.00 to the President accepting the terms ures in the casualty lists. He is Gas-pa- r
Alfalfa, per ton
24.00' 2Í.00 laid down by the latter. But the govHuuih Park, per ton
Candelaria, 2G years old, of Los
Uunnlaon Valley, per ton.. 24. 00 p 26.00
who is reported wounded Lydia E Finkbam'a Vegetable Com- to
Candelarias,
people
ernment
American
.00
the
asks
6.00
Straw, par ton
and for special advice write to
. withhold their Judgment on Germany's severely.
Urala.
Gund E. Pinkham Med.Ca. Ly nn, Maaa.
80
.22.
Oata, Nebraska, loo lbs., buying..
reThe Republican State Central ComCorn chop, sucks, aelllng
J J' note until President Wilson has
Corn In aack, aelllng
ceived official communication and has mittee elected George R. Craig, chair4
Gluten feed, aacked, aelllng
man; Col. Jose D. Sena, secretory; W.
bran, Colo., par 100 lba., aelllng... 1.10 had opportunity to consider it.
O. Sargent, vice chairman, and W. D.
rioar.
made
heretofore
has
The
President
lbs., sacked,
Hunuarlan Patent,
15.14 it plain that the German spokesmen as Murray, treasurer.
subject to discount
Hungarian, 41 lba, aacked, sub-Je- tt
cannot be
Camp Cody, at Deming, has been
' at present constituted
to discount
i
-a
n ......
is nothing In the quarantined for Spanish influenza, acw;h
trusted.
There
'
Dreeaea- - Poaltry.
reGerman note, officials pointed out, cording to official notification
Snap S, Otntmnt n a 90. Tulnu S.
The following prices on live poultry
állo'rwstrta: fra.
of ''Otlinra, Ol I, Imm.
that justifies the President in chang ceived at Albuquerque by Acting Food
are net V. O. U. Denver:
11
10
Turkey a, fancy d. p
ing a single sentence of his address Administrator H. O. Bush.
24
4l25
Turkeys, old toms
j22
at New York on Sept. 27. In that ad
20
Turkeys, choice
Quite a considerable contingent was ALL PUPILS IN LIFE'S SCHOOL
Hena, lb
J
dress the President said:
added to the quota of the Mounted Po
12 Oil
Ducks, vounir
26
ü27Oeaae
"We are all agreed that there can be lice of the state of New Mexico when Each Day Gives Opportunity to team16
01
Kooatera
no peace obtained by any kind of bar- Governor LIndsey signed an executive
New Lesson, Even Though
gain or compromise with the govern- order appointing seven new members.
Uva Paoltry. 10
End Is Near.
W'
Roosters, lb
ments of the central powers, because
It is said by Santa Fé physicians
23
02
Turkeys, 10 lba. or over
2
1
we have dealt with them already and that several cases of Spanish Influen
We did not ask to be born and have-ou- r
Hena
Ducks, young
gov za have made their appearance in the
other
with
seen
deal
them
have
names entered in the school or
Ducklings, lb.
?!
ernments that were parties to this city and all persons are urged to ex life but here we are willing or unGeeso
??
1
Hprlnars
M
and Bucha- ercise great caution.
struggle, at
willing pupils, which is it? Are we
20
Broilers, lft to 2 lba
rest They have convinced us that they
,at learning life's lessons cheerfully, glad-represented
to
be
New
Mexico
is
F.gga.
are without honor and do not intend the meeting of the National Tax Assooptimistically ; or do we chafe and
Egffi. graded No. 1, net,
47
They observe no covenants,
and fret and worry? There are-8fume
O. V. Denver
Justice.
i...
ciation to be held in St. Louis on the
Egga. graded No, 2, net,
accept no principle but force and thélr 11th
many lessons and life is so short.
of November. Governor LIndsey
F. O. 11. Denver
own Interest."
Every day our wonder increases at
has made public the names of the delMutter.
goodness;-ncur
Father's
Presthe
pointed
out
that
Officials
62
egates whom he asked to attend.
Creameries, rz. 1st grade, lb.
the discovery of new virtues and
66
ident, in sending his query to GerCreameries. 2d grade, lb....
In the past month 10,000 acres near powers in some life where they have-lon60
Process
many, was aware of the strong possi"
Packing stock
Mountalnalr and 4,000 acres near Pro- been dormant, or In some new
bility of Germany acceding ostensibly gresso
have been entirely freed from beauty of this wonderful world that
Fruit.
of the peace
points
to
his
fourteen
il.60ig)3.D0
the prairie dog menace, according to we had long viewed with unseeing-ryes- .
Apples. Colorado, box
1.60 & 2. io agreement, but that Bhe would dodge the report made by Clyde Everltt, who
Peaches, box
We need hearing ears and seeA0
3.on'o
going
waa
who
box
to
as
issue
Pears, Uartlett,
the main
has been in charge of the work.
2.6041-0Pears, cooking
ing eyes if we would acquire knowlto pledge Germany's name to such an
Governor W. E. LIndsey announced edge in the school of life. We need to
agreement. It was on this point that
Vegetables.
appointments
of notaries public as fol- cpen our hearts Oodward every morn12.00
conBeans, navy, cwt
to
looking
opening
an
was
he
for
T. E. Landers ing and say : "Lord make me teachable
Hoagland,
Beans, Pinto, cwt
E.
lows:
E.
vey to the German people finally and
Heans, uma, id
and M. H. Campbell of Portaleg; Rom- today."
.12
10
unmistakably that their present
Beana. green, lb
.1
10
Beans, wax, lb
"My aged grandfather often said tono matter who may wear tho an Jaramillo and J. M. Jaramillo of
.
Beeta, Colo., (lui. ouncnes
me : "George 1 learn something new
.2.60
crown or who may be chancellor, or Jemez; George Estes, Ricardo
Beets, new, cwt
500 .40
Corn, sweet, dos
and T. F. Chavez of Deming, and every day." Ah! is not every day a
how many members of the Reichstag
1.76
1.60
Cabbage, new, Colo
.
Ramey and Gus M. Bryan of
Cash
fresh age of life? Is It not half
sponsor
is
It,
to
willing
for
are
stand
z.vuhii
Carrots, cwt
.36
.30
of life to know that each dewy
Carrots, Col., da. bunchea
to
States
United
unacceptable
the
08
.10
Cauliflower, lb
Among the New Mexico casualties morning Is a door opening into a wonfrom the point of view of trust.46
Celery, homegrown, dos. .30
.Dutp .id
Celery, Pascal
worthiness as long as the Hohenzol-lera- s are Robert Lowe, Roswell, missing in derful field where we have not yet
1.50
Cucumbers, hothouse, ds. 1.00
walked; where the flowers of knowlcontinue to wear the German action; Fred Davis, Havener, prison.76
.86
Cucumbers, hothouse, da.
.60
.40
Lettuce, head, Colo., doz.
power of making er; James Malone, Alamogordo, slight- edge bloom, and there are new taska
crown
the
retain
and
Zb
.8
Lettuce, curly, doi
ly wounded; Harry M. Day, St Vrain, awaiting us and new lessons to be
25
and unmaking cabinets.
.30
Onions, table, doz.
2.60
2.25
Onions, cwt
killed in action; Vernal Hudspeth, learned ? Exchange.
i
Paraley, Cos.
F, Hughes,
i.ow
Potatoes, new, cwi
London. The London Dispatch Sun-da- Corona and Russell
Secure.
.35
.30
severely.
Radianes, long, hothouse
wounded
strong
terms there
declared in
.25
.16
A former sergeant who had Just
Radishes, round
encampgrand
to
06
the
serre
.07
Officers
Fplnach, lb.
was no sincerity to the German anbeen "busted" and who carried fresh
.04
.03
Tomatoes, homegrown, lb.
swer to President Wilson's queries. ment of Odd Fellows for the coming in his mind memories of a
2.00
Turnip, cwt
.25
.30
Turnips, Col., it. bunchea
This newspaper also asserted that a year were chosen at an executive ses
was lifted wounded from
suggestion from President Wilson sion held at Albuquerque, the meeting
at a field hospital
tlAUKKTS.
MISCEU.AMtuU!
would not stop the victorious assaults being brief on account of the influenza
He was grinning.
on the German army. The Dispatch closing order. They are W. J. Howells
Metal Market Price.
"Well," he said, "here's one strlp
Bar silver
I 1.01H declares :
of Raton, grand patriarch; C. L. Dot-so- they can't take away from roe."
Vs
26.26
Copper ...X
of Silver City, grand high priest;
a.vo
Lead .,
"The Hun is lying. He is being
8.
Spelter
'
W. E. Bowen of Hagerman, grand sento
Germany
wants
and
kicked
toward
Her Way.
.
25.00
concentrates,
units.
Tungsten
R. Whltesides of Albuior
warden;
J.
pace.
be
us
Don't
own
let
you
Are
money?
his
Stella
saving
walk
Kansas City Produce.
good they have accepted querque, grand Junior warden; C. A.
Bella Well, every day I think of
Kansas City. Butter Creamery, 6Gc; fooled. It is
President Wilson's fourteen points, Doty of Roswell, grand scribe, and more things I don't buy.
firsts, 63c; seconds, 62c; packing, 40c,
Eggs Firsts, 46c; seconds, 41c
also have some John C. Spears of Gallup, grand treasPoultry Hens, 1821c; roosters, but the other allies
urer.
points.",
18 Ho; broilers, 26c
Everett D. Lucas of Clovls was reChicago Live Stork Quotations.
WILSON LEADS LOAN PARADE.
ported killed in action in France.
Chlrago.r-Ho- gs
$18.10
Butchers,
packing. President Marches With 25,000 New
light,
18.60;
$17.7618.25:
The names of the following New
rough.
$16.75
18.00;
17.30;
$17.25
Yorkers On Liberty Day.
pigs, good to oholce, $16.25 17.25.
Mexico boys appear in the official casUood,
choice
Cattle Beef cattle
New York. President Wilson, comm- ualty list issued by the War DepartLiáaaaaaawaaa-ajjljfej
and prime, $14.76 19.50; common and ander-in-chief
army
of
the
American
14.75. Butcher atock:
medium, $.6
ment: Manuel N. Gallegos, Central,
canners
heifers,
$7.2513.50;
Cows and
and navy, marched Saturday at the and Charles A. Garner, Las Vega,
and cutters, $6.507.85. Stockers and
Good,
killed in action; Oscl J. Bainum (machoice and fancy, head of the American forces in the
feeders:
common and
$10.60 13.60; Inferior,
day parade, one of the rine), Bellevue, wounded, degree
Veal calves,
medium, $7.2510.60.
previously reported missgood and choice, $16.75 17.50. West- most impressive and Inspiring spectaern range: Beef steers. $13.60 17.50; cles New York has ever seen.
McRae,
Farmlngton,
ing; Ronald
00.
cows and heifers, J8. 50013.
Under a canopy formed by the wounded severely; Marcos Martinez,
Sheep Lambs: Choice and prime,
6.7 5 (& 16.25 ; medium and good, $13.75 flags of twenty-twnations arrayed San Marcial, missing in action; Marculls,
15.75;
Ewes:
$8.0012.60.
Choice and prime, $10.25 10.50; me- against autocracy and with squadrons tin Mora, San Antonio, missing to acdium and good, $9.00010.25; culls, of American airplanes hovering over- tion.
$3.507.00.
head, the President strode with 25,000
Jack Fall, aged 33, only son of Unitsuppose you m&ki
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices.
fighting men from five continents and
and Mrs. Albert B.
Chicago. Corn No. 2 yellow, $1.46 islands in every sea over the entire ed States Senator
Fall, died at Carrizozo following an, at1.47; No. 3 yellow,
1.351.37; No. 4 three-mil- e
line of march along the
old-ti- me
yellow, $1.20 1.28.
tack of grip, which developed ' Into
standOats No. 3 white,
"Avenue of the Allies." Then, at the double pneumonia. Mr. Fall had been
ard. 6787ttC
foot of Fifth avenue, beside the WashRye No. 1. $1.62V4.
to Santa Fe as a delegate to the ReBarley 85 97c.
ington arch, he took his place in an publican
convention which nominated
Timothy $7.60 10.00.
long
reviewed
and
the
automobile
Lard $26.06.
his father to succeed himself in tho
column.
Riba $21.6022.50.
Senate. He complained of .not feelIt wag the second time the President ing well before leaving Santa Fe, but
Coffee Market.
XT
- Ultl XT . i, ...s . had marched in a parade down Fifth
f
no. Viui..1. vuiiw
io,
started to his home at Alamogordo n
futures steady; January, 8.96; March, avenue, but when he opened the last an automobile. During the trip he
9.26.
Red Cross campaign he headed a was stricken- with chills and fever and
great army of mercy, while Saturday on arrival at Cajrlzozo was removed
New York Cottoa Prices.
New York. Cotton October, Jl.H;
legion of fighting to a hospital.
His death followed
December, 30.60; January, 30.02; March, he led the grim
men.
29.85; May, 29.70. Middling, 32.40.
hours later.
about twenty-fou- r
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HIDES AND PELTS.
Dry Fllut Hides.
Butcher, 16 lbs. and up
Butcher, under II lbs
Fallen, all weights
Bulla and Stags
Culls
Dry salted hldea. 6c per lb. less
Dry Flint Pelts.
Wool pelts
Short wool pelts

........

Butcher shearlings
No. 2 and murrain shearlings
Bucks, Buddies and pieces of pelts.

0o

j2o
300
170

i5o

4C
400
le

120
26o

Salted Hidra, Etc.
Cured unbranded, 25 lbs. and up,
1
No.
"i70
Cured unbranded, 26 lbs. and up,
Greeaj

No. 2

Note: Butt branded
classed as No, 2.

i(.

hides shall be

Francisco Lopez, charged with conspiracy in Jail delivery by which his
brother, Porfirio Lopez, charged with
murder, and seven other prisoners esof natural obstacles forming the key- caped from the county Jail at Albustone of the German defense in querque Aug. 17, pleaded guilty In the
France, has been taken without a District Court. Porfirio Lopez is still
tight.
.
at large.
Several cases of typhoid fever have
Berlin. Nlsh, the capital of Serbia, been reported in Carrizozo and offihas been occupied by entente forces, cers are taking steps to prevent its
spread. Two" deaths have resulted,
the war office announced Sunday.
bQth in the same family but it is beLondon. Marshal Halg says British lieved that none of the other cases
troops have occupied Douai prison.
will result fatally.

you'll be
surprised at its
cheering, satis
fyinrf qualities
end cleliahtful
flavor. It's all

La Fere and Laon Taken.
With the French Army in France,
Oct.-14Laon, the last of the group
.
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caffeine.

no
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dlsioyaiiy. Ulscourage um a prejudice wherever you find It, Air. Citizen.
It is being promoted by the knlserlte.
The Truth About Price Fixing.
It Is not true thut there has been an
attempt "to regulate the prices of
farm products." There has been no
l
s
"...
..
4,
,
attempt to regulate the price of Bny
farm product, but wheat. The allied
J
I;
....
i. .
In Europe had set up sinGerman Agent Is Using His Whis. governments
gle agencies to buy food supplies In
f'Ci)
pering Propaganda.
America.
Their purchases of Ameri
t
can wheat were euflltient to control
the price. They could drain America
ROOF IS NEVER SUBMITTED of its wheat nnd leave our poorer
classes to starve. In order that rich
r-and poor might be treated, alike, It
Center Effort on Rellalou. Racial. was necessary to establish a government control of price and distribution.
Agricultural, Commercial and Such
And the price of $2.20 a bushel for
Topic a Art Likely to '
No. 1 northern wheut based on Chi'
Caui Friction.''
cago was agreed upou by an Independ(From the Committee on Public Inform. ent commission, appointed by Presi
dent Wilson, upon which commission
tion, Washington, D. C.)
the farming community was representBy HARVEY O'HIGGINS.
(This la the second ot three article by ed by six members out of eleven.
Mr. O'HlgRlni dealing-- with the propa
In some instances the food; admin
ganda ot the enemy In our country.)
istration has Intervened, nt the reIn a previous article we have noted quest of the producers, to obtain a set
how the German agents In this countlement in' a local dispute; about the
try are using their "whispering propa- price of milk. In the case of pork
"fTT
iLnn uttwitx, fntnv wm, x
ganda" to set us ngnlnst the French, products the food administration, oa
the British and the Japnnese by cir- the recommendation of the producers,
1 View la the ruin of Lens Just after the British recovered It; a large ahell is seen' exploding' In the
culating among us all sorts of slanders undertook to use the purchases of the
2 Marshal Foch and King Albert arranging for the opening of the drive In which the Belgians drove
distance.
and ill reports against these allies, In allied governments for the purpose of
'
bhclt the Huns. 3 General Berthelot. commander of, th French forces operating north of Reims.
.
the campaign to promote domestic dis- maintaining a minimum price for live
rumor-mongunity the
hogs In Chicago. Beyond this Invited
be granted Germany until her cities, with the French at Laucón. East of ha been even busier. He Is working
assistance In the case of milk and
her towns and her people have suf- the Meuse also the Americans were here exactly as he worked fn Italy, pork, and the regulation of the price
REVIEW OF fered
some of the horrors of war that going forward, and, at the time of upon1 religious prejudices. ;IIe has of wheat, the food administration has
her brutal soldiers have Inflicted on writing, these movements, as well as spread the report that the Masonic no,t Interfered with the price of farm
Belgium,, northern France and Serbia. those all along the line, were still pro- orders linve protested to the govern products, except In so
far as the conGREAT
ment against the Knights of Columbus trol of sugnr prices has affected tbe
The absolute unrepentnnce of the gressing.
Huns for their outrages Is shown by
These operations In France were being permitted to build recreation price of sugar beets.
,i
their action In looting and wantonly steadily crushing the greMt German huts In the camps. No such protest
About Profiteering.
The
Truth
Germany's Tricky Peace Move Is destroying the towns In France from salient whose apex was near Laon, was ever made. IJe hns circulated
Those measures of food control have
which they are being driven and In and the French were maintaining a stories that Catholic nuns were refused been
directed more fcgalnst the middleBalked by President Wilson's
unaway
to
with continuous pressure on bota sides of permission
do Red Cross work
their practice of carrying
man than the producer. While fixing
them thousands of the helpless Inhabthat city. They also were compelling less they wore Red Cross uniforms, for the farmer an arbitrated price for
Diplomacy.
itants who are forced to work for the further retirement of the Huns and that Catholic soldlere and Jewish his wheat, they have established a
them like slaves. The formal warning who still remained south of the Alsne soldiers were being discriminated system of licensing, by which millers,
against by Red Cross officials. All bakers, grocers and wholesale
of France that there would be retribubetween Neufchatel and .Vouzleres.
and ll
ARPEES OPPOSE ARMISTICE tion for these shameful deeds has been
such stories are outright Inventions.
on
the
air
American
The
sctlce
dealers have been prevented from
passes
punishsame
At
around
the
he
time
If
adequate
disregarded, and
front of the First army clearly dem
profiteering on, the farmer's dollar,
ment Is not Inflicted there will be a onstrated Its superiority during the every kind ofj rumor of Catholic dis- The fuel administration has fixed the
general feeling that Justice has misveek.' Huge aggregations of DomDing loyalty, such as the famoun one that price of coal, because the miner would
.:.-..resident Wilson's secretary, a Cath not work for reasonable wages as long
Cambral Captured and Huns' Defen- carried.
planes continually flew over the en
President Wilson and his confidenemy front lines, communications, back olic, had been executed for treason. as the mine owner was making an un
sive Line Smashed, Compelling Gen- tial advisers, It Is said, still believe areas and troop concentrations, doing He has filled the malls with printed reasonable gain. Profiteering In army
eral Retreat Yanks Succes-- (he Germnn people, will rise. In revo- Incalculable damnge, while the pur copies of an alleged "bloody oath of and navy contracts and In ehlpbuUd'
ful In Champagne Beirut
lution and oust the Hohenzollern crew, suit planes kept the air clear of Hun the Knights of Columbus," giving It lng has been stopped by the power ob
Occupied by the French.
on the pretended authority of the Con tained from congress to fix.
and his Inquiry as to whom Prince machines.
the price
gresslonal Record. It was printed In at cost plus a reasonable profit; and
Max represents !s significant in that
By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Into
his
because
was
a
In
chancellor,
It
read
The
connection.
The Serhlnn army kept up the unre- the Record
the Increase, in cost has gone to the
Prince Max of Baden, the new Im- speech to the relchstag, undertook mitting pursuit of the Austrlans In debate before the house of repre- workman, not to
his employer. All
perial chancellor of Germany, re- rather feebly to demonstrate that reerbla as the Bulgarians withdrew sentatives .on an election protest,' In profiteering has not yet been ended.
questing President Wilson to arrange cent political changes actually had put from that country, or surrendered, ac- order that It might be denounced as a The wny to end It has not
been found
tor an armistice and a subsequent dis- the people In .power and that he was cording to their agreement. Before forgery nnd n libel upon a Catholic In any country. But the tnx on ex
cussion of peace terms, and stating thplr representative. But all that was the end of the week the Serbs were candidate. A
agent has cess profits
and on swollen incomes
that Germany accepted the president's looked on as bunk.
quite close to Nlsh and moving ahead been caught distributing copies of this confiscates the illicit harvest and pours
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a
the
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The diplomatic situation resolved
To their west, In Albania, "bloody oath" In New Jersey and sent it Into the country's war chest. The
steadllT.
tions, evoked three sopurnte and disself down to this: The German gov- the allied troops made considerable to prison for It.
grievances that remain are not class
President Wilson an- ernment must either admit defeat and progress. The Italians took Elbassan
tinct replies.
How the Kaiser Poses.
grievances. They are chiefly the insuggest
an
not
must
could
swered that he
surrender on allied terms, or it
In Spain and the Catholic countries evitable common hardships due to a
after; crushing determined resistance
armistice while the German armies confess that the chancellor was not by the Austrlans, and then continued of South America the kaiser poses as wnr that has drawn millions of prowere outside the boundaries of Ger- acting In good faith. That Is the hole their: advance northward,
"
the champion of Catholic Buyaria and ductive workers Into the world's
many, and then asked whether the In which President Wilson has placed
Catholic Austria against Protestant armies and increased the cost of the
accepted
the Prince Max and his associates. ,
German government
The occupation of Beirut by French Englund, lnfldtl France, and social necessaries of life by decreasing the
terms laid down by hira and whether
marines only accentuated the troubles Istio, Itnly, the enemy of the Vatican." available supply. In that hardship
The greatest blow delivered by the ot Turkej. The cabinet resigned, af He- does not preserve that pose In the farmers share, as we all share,
its object In entering discussions was
only to agree upon the practical de- allied armies last week was between ter ai peace note was said to have been Catholic Belgium or Catholic Polnnd
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KaUerite on Both Sides. .
tails of their application ; furthermore, Cambral and St. Quentln. There Field started on Its way to President Wll And In Amerlcn the kalserte uses
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chanwhether
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cellor was speaking merely for the
by American divisions, tore a ed, would be the new grand vlzlfer. His enmity ogalmtt the Catholics, Just as; measures there has been proceeding a
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constituted authorities of the empire
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soldiers and civilians alike, answered thousands of prisoners and on Wednesout of the war on the best terms ob ica accuses the Italian Catholics of Is equally a work in old of the enemy,
Prince Max with a tremendous shout day occupied the long and des- tainable; .'London was convinced Tur having., succumbed ,to the seduction The western farmers have contributed
of "Unconditional surrender."
perately defended city of Cambral. key had notified Germany It Intended AS a matter of fact, the Catholic chap- their quotas to enlistments and to the
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and mnny another beautiful town, of the chancellor.
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but the allies did not even stop to exlief work with mfini? patriotism.
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have stood the test of time.
Purely vegetable. Wonderfully
quick to banish biliousness,
headache, Indigestion and, to
clear up a bad, complexion.
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Generally Indicate a
of Iron la the Blood

Garter's Iron Pills
Will help thla condition

DQÜ'T KILL YOUR CATTLE
BY DRENCHING
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DANGEROUS.1.

Salt, and oil are

Few cattle die of constipation; mnny of
PAEALYS1S of the bowel. Give
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Jno. Bleumke, Jr., 2553 Courtland
St., Chicago, 111., says : "I was
down with my back suffering from
lumbago. I walked like an old man,
My back pained
all bent over.
yterrlbly and when I
moved my arms my
back hurt I finally
had to go to bed and
Just felt sick all ever
and was helpless as a
baby. My kldn7S act-ed, to frequently, tne
secretions were scanty
f
i. Bituü
Bnd highly colored. I
had terrible pains in the back of my
head and I felt drowsy all the time.
I finally used loan's Kidney Pill
and soon felt one hundred per cent
better. When I finished the ono
'
box I was entirely cured.' Th
pains left my back and head and
my kidneys acted normally. I am
glad t0 recommend Doan's to Other
kidney sufferer."

HEWS
THE

Suffered Tembly-uickl- y
Cured by Doan's; '

j

O

--

"I presume this great artist once
tarved In a hall bedroom, a mot
men of genius are supposed to do early
in their careers?"
"No. Strantre to say. his people
were wealthy. I think he deserves all
the more credit for his achievements.
"Why so?"

'

"He won fame without ever missing
a meal or having his trunk confiscated
landlady. 'Birmby a
hard-hearte- d

.

ingham
Red Cross Bag Blue malees the laundrat
happy, make clothe whiter than snow..
Ail good grocer. agt.

1;i

'

A Land of Mourning.

i

At dinner partle lñ France no flowers are now seen on the dinner table
and people never go
This custom of "no flowers" always
prevails among families in mourning,
end as long a Trench territory i in
the hands of Invaders a "deull da
pays" will be observed. London Exarm-in-ar-

press.
i

J

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot
CASTOniA, that famous old remedy
tor infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of (
TTui fnr fiver 80 Year.
Children Cry ior Fletcher' Caatorial

The Stage.
"What did they do with the vessel V
"First, they buoyed her up and then
they manned her." '
-

I

As soon as a man Is elected to office
be begins to work for a second nomij

'.

nation.'
1

Chinese are said to be taking to
;
alcohol .habit

the

:

!

A Bad

Cough

bU

H aeitected, attest leads to serious
Safeguard year health, relieve roar dutreM
and soothe your Irritated throat by taklnc

THE

BUY Fourth
Buy all You Can Stand and
-

Some More!

ad. es Willis & uoais

We MUST Go "Over the Top"
.

.
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A Centrifugal Separator
Gives More

will be on SPECIAL SALE Until
Which
Cream than any other. It is 99 percent

Efficient, is compared with 80percent by the Gravity
Better Cream-Swe- et
More Cream- Process.
Skimmed Milk.

per hour capacity,
"
"
"

2751b.
550--

a Line of

Just Received:

BONDS

Liberty-Loa- n

Then-B- uy

SPANISH-AMERICA-

"

$57.50
$65.00

Saturday, October 10th.

Coats, which we have carried over
Men's Sheep-Line- d
from last season, we will sell at the same price as last year
THEREFORE:-w- e
want vou to come early and buy" before
winter sets in. We can save you 40 Percent on same.
w

If, after 30 days trial, you find this Separator is not as good as represented,
Your money will be refunded to you.

& Marx, Mens Clothing
Schaffnerto $50.00
Best Potatoes at $2.50 per. 1001bs. while they last. Hart
We haveomc Suits at $25.00 and
a Suit.
Are now worth $35.00
will save you that $10.00 if you Buy Soon.
Soap, 25c.
3 Bars Palm-Oliv- e
Is very l"gh and going high
T
rlívrwAíi
In
Split Pinto Beans,
LraE Bfe111 3c. Pound. UnuerWedr."higher and hardly obtainable
ÍTaVloadofe

WINTER APPLES

Public Sale
ros

in Roy, Sat. 19th
on the street
Horses,
5

Wagon,'Harness,Farm Tools
Household goods.
Usual Terms. 14 mouths.
Col. White, Auct.

3c Per Pound.

on account of the shortage of wool and the high price of cotton.
our Line is complete and before cold weather sets in.

Public Sale

se:

OF

Register 'd
Short-Hor- n

tp3
- -

Tue. October 22d, '18
SALE TO COMMENCE

(

Following Mrs. Sisson's Sale,

in Roy, Saturday, Oct. 19th.
C.F. HOWE, Roy, N.M,

TERMS
A credit of

months will be given on all sums
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, without interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
interest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
8 percent discount for cash on all sums.
No property to be removed until settled for.

LOST. Two mares, 4 and 2 years
old Branded
since Oct 2d
Color, Black:roans, $5.00 each
for their return.
Polo Gallegos, Roy. N. M.

ROY,

it

I can loan you MONEY on your
Final Receipt as well as on Pat
ented or Deeded land. Come let
us talk to you about your loan.
Loan and Insurance Agency,
at residence, ROY, N.M.

Office

Sincere Gratitude.

TEACHER WANTED

For Private School at Ranch
Five Pupils, ranging
up to 9th grade. If able to teach
elementary music will be prefer
red. Room and board furnished
Applicant must have 2d class
Certificate or equal qualification

Home.

Apply

to-D-

AN

LAUMBACH
Roy, N, M

Col. F.

America!
We havé the oDoortunitv

at

to show our patriotism by other,
deeds of valor. We can fight and we
MUST fight And we must WIN;
no matter how heavy our burdens

lines?

may be.

home1

,

Our former habits are the Huns

we've got to battle with. We can't
go on living as we used to. We can't
go on spending our money for things
we like. We must set up new stand- -'

ards war standardsand stick to
them loyally.

We

must-bu- y
ooooooooo This Space

Garage
Mr. J. J. TAYLOR has closed
his Garage and is now in charge

of our Repair Department,

We Repair all Cars.
Oils and Auto Accessories,

bonds to our utmost
is Contributed to Winning the War by

MILL&

We also carry a Complete Line of

From now ion there can be only one standard for those
óf us who fight behind the Unes by saving and lending

1

0. WHITE, Auct.

E. G. PARKES, Clerk.

Who was not thrilled to read óf
the American soldier who supported
a wounded comrade, and fought his
way with the little detachment back
through the Boches to the American

That is only one deed of heroism
among the many happening every day
and looked on as a matter of course
by the boys fighting for us over there.
It shows the stuff that's in them.
They are our ,own sons and brothers.
Is the same stuff in us over here?

J. E. WILDMAN,

Mrs. William Bell. Loijansport, Ind.
writes: "I deem it my duty to express
my gratitude for the good Chamberlain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy did
me when I had a severe attack of diar
rhoea three years ago. It was the only
medicine that relieved me.

12

Jas. L. SWAIM,

Plumlee Hospital

Physician in Charge.

AT i. PM. THE FOLLOWING PROPERTY,

3 Registered Bulls,
6 Registered Cows,
6 Good, Young Grade Cows.

I WILL SELL
A Team, Wagon and load
of miscellaneous goods.

CARUS PLUMLEE,

Cattle

7 miles North of Roy,

3.

Mrs. Fred Sisson

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,

Stock up now while

xxxoo

Gasoline Stand,

Free Air.

Fully Equipped Blacksmhing
and machine Shop.

Floersheim Mercantile Company,
ACETYLENE WELDING
Roy Trading Company,
Variety Machine Works,
Roy Trust & Savings Bank,
GILSTRAP Bro's, Prop's.
C.B. Stubblef ield & Co., Roy Garage. I ROY,
NEW MEX.

